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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the results of advanced studies and
planning support performed by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI)
under Contract No. NASW-2893 for the Lunar and Planetary Programs
Division, Code SL, of NASA Headquarters during the twelve month --"
period 1 February 1976 through 31 January 1977. A total effort
of 9233 man-hours (57 man-months) was expended on five specific
study tasks and one general support task. The total contract
value was $257,249, with 87% of the work performed by the staff
of the SAI Chicago Office. Inquiries regarding further information
on the contract results reported herein should be directed to the
study leader, Mr. John Niehoff, at 312/885-6800.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) participates in a program ofadvanced concepts studies and planning analysis for the Lunar and Planetary
Programs Division, Code SL, of NASAHeadquarters. SAI's charter is to
perform preliminary analyses and _ssessments for Code SL planning activities.
Specifically, the objective of this support is to ensure NASA with an
i adequate range of viable future planetary mission options such that itsi
objective of solar system exploration can be pursued in an effective
! manner within the changing constraints of our Space Program. The nature
of the work involved is quite varied, ranging from fast response items
to i_re-Phase A level mission studies. During the past contract year, atotal of twelve SAI staff members contributed to this effort.
I The purpose of this Annual Report is to summarize the significant
results generated under this advanced studies contract during the twelve
i month period, 1 February 1976 through 31 January 1977. Progress reports
on the task efforts are given at scheduled quarterly reviews. Task
reports are prepared at the completion of each task and presentations of
significant study results are given to a wide audience at NASAHead-
quarters, NASA Centers, and at technical meetings. This report, therefore,
is necessarily brief. The intention is to direct previously uninformed,
but interested, readers to detailed documentation and to serve as a
future reference to completed advanced studies.
Each of the six contract tasks are r -_ented in the next
section. A brief description is given of the analyses performed along
with key results and conclusions. The final section of the report
contains a bibliography of the reports and publications that have resulted
from these task analyses. SAI is presently beginning a new 24-month
period of advanced studies with lunar and Planetary Programs Division.
A schedule of eleven tasks is planned for this period, several of which
are continuing research on work reported here.
I
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2. TASK SUMMARIES
A schedule of six study tasks was planned for the twelve
month contract period, l February 1976 through 31 January 1976. The
sixth task, a performance analysis of Venus Surface Sample Return
Missions, was replaced by a new task aimed at defining planetary mission
discriminators on the choice of solar electric or solar sailing for
interplanetary low-thrust propulsion. This adjustment was made in
support of a rapidly evolving NASA requirement to develop low thrust
propulsion for early 1980 mission opportunities. The Venus surface
sample return problem was rescheduled for consideration in the next
contract period. The six tasks, then, which were studied are:
I) Advanced Planning Activities
2) Cost Estimation Research
3) Planetary Missions Performance Handbooks
4) Penetrator Advanced Studies
5) Mercury Mission Transport Study
6) SSEP/SAIL Discriminators Definition
Task I, Advanced Planning Activities, is a general support task
designed to provide a budgeted level of effort for technical assistance
on short-term planning problems which occur daily within the Lunar
and Planetary Programs Division. The remaining five tasks are planned
efforts with specific objectives of analysis.
A total of 9233 man-hours (57 man-months) was expended in
completing the task schedule. A summary description and discussion
of key results for each task are presented in the subsections which
follow. The level of effort devoted to each task is given with the
task title at the beginning of each subsection. SPecific reports
generated for each task as part of the contract are noted in the
list of publications to be found in Section 3 of this report.
"_Is_IIWG FAGK BLANK NOT FILM!_
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2.1 Advanced Planning Activity (3134 man-hours)
The purpose of this task is to provide technical assistance to
the Lunar and Planetary Program Division on unscheduled planninq activities
which arise during the contract period. This type of advanced planning
support is a traditional segment of the broader studies work the
staff at SAI have performed for Code SL during all past contract periods.
Subtasks within this activity range from straightforward exchanges
of technical data by phone, through multi-page responses by mail or
telecopier, to more extensive memoranda and presentations, and
occasionally to complete status reports on subjects of particular
interest. The level of effort per subtask can vary Trom as little
as one man-hour to as much as three man-months. A total of 26 of
the more significant advanced planning subtasks, performed during
the recently completed contract period, are summarized here. Each
of these was the subject of a written submission at the time of its
completion. Descriptive titles of these subtasks are tabulated in
chronological order in Table I. A brief summary of each of these
' subtasks is presented in the subsections which follow.
2.1.1 Execliptic Mission Planninq
The purpose of this subtask was to update exccliptic mission
options data sent to Dr. Simpson of the University of Chicago last
year for the purpose of a review paper on execliptic mission planning.
Characteristics of the current baseline dual-launch Jupiter swingby
execliptic mission profile and two single=launch back-ups were collected,
compiled, and forwarded to Dr. Simpson with a memo of explanation. In-
cluded in the package was an explanation of the /VEGA* l.cchnique of
energy magnification for interplanetary transfers. Time and reliability
i penalties required to achieve the AVEGAenergy gain were also dis-
cussed.
*AVEGA: A__VVEarth Gravity Assist
_'i_D/_fi PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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2.1.2 Shuttle Launch Capabilities Guideline Statement
A reference launch vehicle capability graph was prepared
at the request of the COMPLEX/SSB for planetary missions during the
period 1981 to 1985. On a plot of escape payload versus escape
energy, low, medium and high energy mission points were set as pre-
scribed by COMPLEX. These were 7000 kg @ C3 = 0 _'_2/sec2,2000 kg @
C3 = 90 and 500 kQ @ C3 = 150, respectively. Also shown on the
graph for comparison was the launch performance of the present Titan IIIE/
Centaur DI-T/TE 364-4 vehicle. It's capability is below that of all three --.
design points identified above. A finished copy of the graph was
forwarded to the COMPLEX for inclusion in their report to the SSB.
2.1.3 Summary of Special Solar System Mi.ssionOpportunities
A sunmlaryof unique mission opportunities during the period
1973-85 was requested by Code SL for the purpose of reviewing how such
opportunities have recently been missed and for making a case for
better program planning in the future. A total of 14 such opportunities
were identified and briefly described with regards to uniqueness, rele-
vance to planetary exploration planning, and comparison of characteristics I
with generally available opportunities (if any) to the same targets.
Targets covered by this survey include comets, asteroids, and the outer
planets. It can safely be said at this point, that nine of the 14
opportunities identified already have been or will be missed.
2.1.4 Ballistic Planetary Program _1odelsfor the 1980's
A set of 7 i_.nerplanet missions, 5 outer planet missions,
and 3 small body missions was specified for program modelling for
the period 1981-1994. All missions required ballistic interplanetary
transfers. Three program scenarios with launch frequencies of >l,
_l, and <l launch per yclr were also given. The purpose of this
exercise was to investigate program funding requirements for the 1980's
at three levels of activity, assuming only "existingpropulsion technology.
I
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Cost estimates were collected and/or generated for each of the 15
missions. Adding the costs of current program run-outs, waterfall
ch_rts were prepared for three program scenarios and submitted to
Code SL/NASA HQ for study along with the individual mission costs.
Peak funding for the scenarios reached approximately $450M, $340M,
and $230M, respectively, in real year dollars.
2.1.5 C£mparison of Titan/!US and Titan/Centaur Launch
Vehicle Capabilities
The purpose of this task was to prepare a graphical performance
comparison of various Titan IIIE/IUS vehicle configurations against
reference Titan IIIE/Centaur DI-T/TE 364-4 capability. The intent was
to be able to consiaer the credibility of using the Titan IIIE in com-
bination with developed IUS propulsion to meet transition period mission
launch requirements in the event of a slip in the Shuttle test program.
Performance curves were prepared using data generated by Battelle Columbus
Laboratories for NASA Headquarters for the following options:
l) Titan IIIE/IUS (II)
b 2) Titan III/IUS (llI)
3) Titan IIIE/IUS (IV)
4) Titan IIIE(7)/IUS (IV)
None of the options, including the fourth case which uses a non-existing
7-segment Titan Ill configuration with a four-stage IUS was able to
equal the injected mass performance of the Titan IIIE/Centaur DI-T/TE 364-4
reference vehicle. Hence, mating the IUS with the Titan IIIE would not
meet all planetary transition mission launch requirements in the event
of a slippag_ in the Shuttle IOC date.
2.1.6 Missions to Asteroid 1976AA
I
Performance analyses of round-trip missions to the newly
discovered earth-crossing asteroid 1976AA were conducted. Both manned
1977027127-011
Iand unmanned missions were considered over an opportunity span equivalent
to the object's synodic period with the earth, i.e., about 19 years.
The purpose of this short study was to Cetermine if reasonably low
round-trip energy requirements might exist for this near-earth object,
thus enabling a possible early mission. Optimum one-way data, already
generated by Bender of JPL, were used to help locate best round-trip
opportunities in the synodic cycle. The performance results showed
that both unmanned and manned round-trip energy requi_ements wer_ very
high, even in the best years, due to 1976AA's high inclination of 19°
to the ecliptic plane. For example, it would require at least 28 Shuttle
launches to assemble the hardware components in low-earth orbit for
a 365-day manned round-trip mission launched in 1993.
2.1.7 Advocacy Statement Review
Early in the contract period, NASA Headquarters undertook
an activity to strengthen its advocacy of space science and exploration.
This was the first of several subtasks (e.g., see 2.1.10 below) supporting
that activity. Its purpose was to review and critique an initial general
advocacy package outline, generated by the Associate Administrator for
Space Science. The package included the following elements:
l) Problem, Approach and Supporting Material
2) Need for Basic Science
3) NASA Role in Science
4) Exploration Themes
5) Exploration Elements
6) Implementation
Each of these was reviewed for content, and comments and questions
were returned to Code SL both regarding stated rationales and guide-
lines for subsequent work on the package.
2.1.8 Planetary Mission Opportunities Summary
The purpose of this subtask was to prepare a set of viewgraphs
summarizing planetary mission opportunities during the lO-year period of
j , i
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1975-85 for a talk by the Manager for Advanced Programs and Technology
(Code SL) to be given at a meeting of the Solar System Science Working
Group (Code ST). A total of 16 figures and tables wer'e prepared divided
into two groups: I) inner solar sysLem, and 2) outer solar system.
For the inner solar system group, orbiter performance at Mercury, Venus
and Mars was presented along with Mars sample return mission capabilities.
Several comets and multi-asteroid flyby missions were also presented.
For the outer solar system, orbiter missi performance was summarized
at Jupiter and Saturn, and payload/flight characteristics ef Uranus, "
Neptune and Pluto flyby mission using Jupiter and/or Saturn swingbys was
generated. Both ballistic and low-thrust flight modes ,..ere considered.
2.1.9 Coordinated JOp/Jex Jupiter Encounter
The purpose of this subtask was to investigate the planning
requirements of the Jupiter Orbiter/Probe (JOp) and Jupit Execliptic
(Jex) missions such that a simultaneous 3-spacecraft encounter of Jupiter
might be possible leading to enhanced magnetospheric mapping of the
' giant planet. One JOp spacecraft and two Jupiter-assisted polar execliptic
spacecraft are expected to be launched in the early 1980's. The problem
is one of coordinating the two projects such that all three spacecraft
can be favorably positioned in Jupiter's magnetosphere at the same time
without unduly constraining their mission-specific objectives. Assuming
a JOp launch in 1981/2, aceptable strategies were found for two cases:
I) night-side entry of the JOp probe, and 2) day-side entry. When the
JOp probe uses a night-side entry and the Jex launches are in 1983, all
three spacecraft are at Jupiter in May 1984. For the day-side entry
case, the Jex launch must be delayed one year to 1984, with all three
spacecraft then being at Jupiter in June 1985. Results of these strategies
were mailed to Dr. James Van Allen at the University of lowa, and several
members of the JOp Science Working Group.
I
I
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2.1.10 NASA Planetary Advocacy Statement
A group of scientists and engineers was assembled by the Code
SL Manager for Advanced Programs and Technology for the purpose of
generating an advocacy statement on solar system exploration as a con-
tribution to the Spring 1976 NASAAdvocacy Activity. This subtask
involved SAI's participation in that group effort. The group consisted
of NASA Headquarters, NASA Center, JPL and SAI personnel. Several
meetings and numerous teleconference calls and telecopied data exchanges
were required to complete a draft package on exploration of the solar ""
system. A format of illustrations with facing page descriptors was
adopted for the package. The resulting product began with the concerns
of mankind, working through subjects of goals, missions and benefits to
the concept of an exploration program and finally the program itself.
Included in the package were issues.of historical perspective, implica-
tions of choice, refined goals of exploration, additional program alterna-
tives, and pictorial summaries of significant future exploration endeavors.
The draft package, submitted to NASA Management, was eventually published
as a brochure entitled "Exploration _f the Solar System". q
2.1.11 Missions to Asteroid 1943
Following the performance results of round-trip missi_ s to
the Apollo asteroid 1976AA (see 2.1.6 above), it was requested that a
similar analysis be performed for the Amor object 1943 (originally
identified as 1973EC) which had a much lower inclination, less than 9° ,
and would hopefully have lower mission energy requirements. Again,
round-trip trajectory data were generated for all the opportunities
(five) within one syzygetic period (12 years) to find the optimu_n round-
trip requirelaents. Constrained (one-year) and unconstrained trip times
were considered. The performance results revealed an exceptionally
low-energy, unconstrained round-trip mission with a launch opportunity
occurring in 1992. A round-trip time of just _nder 3 years, however,
probably restricts this mission to an unmanned configuration. Yet the
j _
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entire mission could be flown ballistically with one Shuttle launch
returning a 1.0 kg sample of the asteroid to the earth. Constraining
the total trip time to one-year and adding life support hardware for a
manned mission raised the Shuttle requirement to 23 launches with the
stay time severly restricted to I0 days. It was concluded that 1943 was
not a good target for an early manned asteroid mission.
2.1.12 Low-Enerqy Shuttle Transition Period Mission Opportunities
This subtask involved the preparation of several viewgraphs to ""
be added to a summary presentation by the Code SL Manager for Advanced
Programs and Technology to the COMPLEXon the subject of Shuttle launch
capabilities for planetary missions in the 1980's, The prepared material
dealt with low-energy mission opportunities, requring no more than a
Thor/Delta or Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle, which might be flown in the
event of a Shuttle IOC Date slippage. Launch capabilities and mission
payload requirements were matched for seven low-energy missions. The
list included one Venus mission, three Mars missions, one comet mission,
' and two asteroid mission. Comments on mission constraints specific to
limlted launch capability were also provided. A mission capture graph
for the Shuttle/IUS was also provided to indicate where degradation in
forecasted launch performance would have its first effects on planned
planetary missions.
2.1.13 NASA 5-Year Plannin 9 Support
This subtask was a two-month support activity related to Code
SL's first annual 5-year planning exercise. The purpose of the exercise
was to synthesize the many planning activities continually in progress
at NASA into a realistic near-term plan which is consistent with anti-
cipated funding and serves as a guide for future planning activities.
Support analyses on this subtask included project manpower and cost
estimates, estimate revisions to accomodate both inheritance and mission
scope factors, and mission integration into'a 5-year plan. Cost estimates
I -:
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were worked in both fixed and real year dollars. Programmatic results
were presented in waterfall chart formats to be compared against anticipa-
ted funding guidelines. Numerous iterations on project start dates
required repeated recomputations of project cost spreads for resource
planning. It is planned to repeat the activity annually, each time
adding a new year to the plan and dropping the just completed one.
2.1.14 Shuttle Payloads Economics Analysis SupRort
The purpose of the subtask was to provide Code SL with estimated --"
project resources requirements for planetary missions planned through
1991. The results were needed by the the Shuttle Payloads Office which
was involved in a economic analysis of Shuttle payload loading. A total
of 13 missions were included in a typical program plan which was built
up from the 5-Year Plan results (see 2.1.13) and cost data. Several new
missions including an Encke Rendezvous, a Mars Surface Sample Return,
and Jupiter-Swingby/Pluto Flyby mission were added to complete the plan.
Cost spreads in real year dollars were then computed and integrated to
give an annual cost profile of the plan. Peak annual funding of $738M 4
occurred in 1982, due largely to MSSRcosts. A detailed breakdown of
costs by mission and fiscal year was forwarded to Code SL for subsequent
inclusion in the Shuttle payload planning exercise.
2.1.15 Cost Estimation Support of Mars Strateqy Planning
Mars mission cost estimates were developed for several ex-
ploration strategies classified as strong, nominal and we_k responses to
the Viking mission success. These estimates were made as part of a
larger Code SL exercise to assess its position on an early new initia-
tive to Mars after Viking. Cost estimates were generated to Penetrator,
Orbiter/Penetrator and Sample Return missions. Dual launch sample return
missions were considered with and without rovers. The sample return mission
with the rover carried along, returned a small 1.0 kg sample. Without
i _ , 1 i '
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the rover, it was assumed that previous rovers had collected a larger
sample of 20 kg which was to be retrieved and returned to the earth.
Project element costs as well as totals were prepared for consideration
both by NASA Headquarters and JPL.
2.1.16 Launch Vehicle Performance Requirements for the
Planetary 5-Year Plan
The purpose of this subtask was to redetermine launch vehicle
injection points (escape payload, C3) for those missions in the newly --.
developed 5-Year Plan which were changed or were new additions to the
existing advanced studies data base. These mission injection points
are necessary for analyzing Shuttle/Upper Stage capture capabilities.
Two missions in the 5-Year plan required updating. Those missions
and their revised injection points, were as follows:
Escape
Mission Flight Mode Payload C3
(kg) (km2/sec 2)
Venus Orbital Ballistic 3750 14
Imaging Radar
Saturn Orbiter SEP 4950 16
w/Titan Lander
2.1.17 Presentation of Penetrator Application and Feasibility
A review presentation of penetrator application and feasibility
studies was presented to COMPLEXas a status report on this concept
for planetary surface exploratio.. The Mars penetrator design was
reviewed followed by a summary presentation of penetrator design
requirements and capabilities at ten different solar system targets.
It was apparent that although the penetrator design might be applicable
to many targets (with some subsystem modifications, particularly
I
I
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thermalcontroland power),it was just as apparentthat the required
deliverysystemsfrom spacecraftto surfacewere not. The Mercury
AlternateLanderdesignwas presentedand comparedto Mercurypene-
trators. The AlternateLanderhas definiteadvantagesin surface
(versussubsurface)sciencecapacityand in lifetimeover the penetrator.
Penetratordevelopmentissuesrelatedto science,rough landers,in-
struments,deploymenttechniques,thermalcontrol,data storage,life-
time, radiationhazard,and earth applicationswere presented• The
questionof missionsequencingof penetratorapplicationswas briefly
discussedcitingthe priorityof designrequirementsimpliedby the order
of missionsflown. Finally,a synopsisof the penetratorprogramstatus
was given to the COMPLEXas a pointof departurefor their deliberations.
2.1.18 PenetratorRTG Specifications
Preliminaryspecificationsfor penetratorRTG development
was requestedby NASA Headquartersfor planningpurposes• A table
of specificationswas preparedafter consultationwith ARC/NASApersonnel
currentlyparticipatingin the penetratoradvancedtechnologyprogram•
ParametersspecifiedincludedEnd-of-Life,electricaland thermalpower
g
output,fuel,weight,packaging,shock,and shielding. Commentswere
addedto explainand/orqualifythe specifications.A copy of the
completedLablewas sent to ARC/NASAas well as Code SL.
2.1.19 Presentationof Mars Penetratorsand Hard Landers
The purposeof this suuLaskwas to prepareand presentto
the TerrestrialBodiesScienceWorkingGroup possibleoptionsfor
deploymentof penetratorsor hard landersat Mars. The character-
isticsof _'mderdeploymentson a 1981 Marsorbitermissionwere
review,__ includinga baselineprofilefor the orbiterphase of the
missaon. Geometricalconstraintsassociatedwith directentry,
-llipticorbit deploymeiltand circularorbitdeploymentof landers
was discussed. Deploymentscenariosfor penetratorsand hard landers
_ere presented. The mass requirementsassociatedwith each of these
scenarioswas developedand comparedwith Shuttle/IUSlaunchcapabilities•
16
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All scenarios(up to nine penetratorsor four hard landers)requiredthe
: IUS (!If),but were easilyperformedwith this configuration.The
presentationwas concludedwith a proposeddevelopmentschedulefor a
1981 launchassumingan FY 1979projectstart.
{
: 2.1.20 PreliminarySummaryof Mars Follow-OnOptions
The purposeof this subtaskwas to investigateand presenta
preliminarysummaryof feasibleoptionsfor a 1981Mars follow-onmission.
All optionsincludedthe Mars PolarOrbiteras a designbase; the additional
optionsconsideredwere penetrators,hard landers,a mobilelander,and
: a mobile landerplus penetrators.Each of these optionswas discussed
: i with the COMPLEXtouchingon such subjectsas deploymentstrategies
i impactsite accessibility,spatialcoverage,resolution,telecommunication
capability,launchvehiclereserve,and projectcost. Datawere presented
in a comparativefashionso that assessmentscould be made of relative
capabilitiesand requirementsfor each option.
2.1.21 PlanetaryLaunchCost Supportof ShuttleLCC Analysis
This subtaskwas performedin responseto a requestfrom the
Officeof Space Flightto Shuttleusers for relaunchcosts associated
with eithera missed opportunityor a launchfailure. A totalof eight
planetarymissionsfor the period1981-91were analyzedfor add-oncosts
due to launchproblems. Eachmissionhad to be individuallyanalyzed
becauseprojectspare hardwarephilosophyand fall-backlaunchopportunity
characteristicswere continuouslyvariableacrossthe missionset.
Supportingrationalefor the assumedwork aroundplansassociatedwith
these costswas providedalongwith the individualcost data.
2.1.22 VikingFollow-OnMars MissionOptionsPresentation
Six Mars missionoptionswere analyzedin this subtaskin
preparationfor a presentationby Code SL's Managerfor Advanced
Programsand Technologyto the PhysicalSciencesCommittee. These mission
17
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optionswere as follows:
I) Polar Orbiter
2) Polar Orbiter/Penetrators(6-9)
3) Polar Orbiter/RoughLanders(4)
4) Orbiter/MobileLander
5) Polar Orbiter/MobileLander
6) Polar Orbiter/MobileLander/Penetrators(3)
Beginningwi_h the data base generatedin Subtask2.1.20 (seeabove)
each optionwas analyzedfor an operationsprofile,orbit parameters,
and propulsionparameters.
A furthercomparisonwas preparedwithineach optionby con-
sideringboth 1981 and 1984 launchopportunities.A summaryviewgraph
was preparedfor each optionshowifigall comparisondata. A finalviewgraph
summarizingthe performanceconclusionsof the comparisonwas also
prepared. Key conclusionswere that only Option l could be performedby
, the IUS (II),that Options5 and 6 requiredcompleteIUS (Ill)capability
and a new retro propulsiondesign (stillearth-storable,however),and
that 1984 is a more difficultopportunityfrom the viewpointof performance
requirementsthan 1981.
2.1.23 Reestimationof Planetary5-YearPlan Mi_ion Cost_
The purposeof this ssubtaskwas to reviewand reestimateas
necessaryprojectcosts of missionsincludedin the earlier5-Year
planningexercise(seesubtask2.1.13above). Many of the estimates
done duringthe exercisewere made eitheras extrapolationsfrom existing
missiondata or with verypreliminarymissiondefinitions.With the
pressureto completethe plan on a short time scale past,Code SL decided
I itwould be wise to reexamineits estimatesin a more deliberateand
thoroughmanner. Costswere recomputedfor eight of the planetary
missionsin the plan and were reducedfor Cod_ SL intoprojectcategories
and projectcost spreads. The resultswere forwardedto NASA Headquarters
; 1E:
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to form an improveddata base for the next 5-Yearplanningcycle,
J scheduledfor March 1977.
2.1.24 ARC/NASAPenetratorCost EstimateAppraisal
J The purposeof this subtaskwas to comparea cost estimateof
Mars penetratorsrecentlycomputedby ARC/NASAwith earlierpre-PhaseA
estimatesgeneratedby SAI for planningpurposes. The ARC estimate
totaled$69.3Mfor six flightarticlesand one spare in FY '79dollars.I
J The breakdownon this total included$6.7M for operations,$18.1Mfor
science,and $44.5M for design/development/manufactureof the engineer-
J ing subsystems, SAI's estimateshad only beenmade for this last cost
element,i.e.,engineeringsubsystems. Rerunningthese estimatesfor
I the 1981missionyieldedvaluesof $27.8Mfor one flightunit plusa
spare and $4.1M for each additionalflightarticle,again in FY '79
j dollars. Hence,a subtotalvalue for six penetratorsplus one spare of$48.2Mwas computed,which comparesfavorablywith the $44.5MARC
figure.i
J 2.1.25 Mars MissionOptionsMSWG Presentation
I This subtaskwas a presentationof the materialdevelopedon
I
' Vikingfollow-onmissionoptionsat Mars (seesubtask2.1.22above)to
the first meetingof the Mars ScienceWorkingGroup. Preparationand
presentationof the materialwas done by the SAI AdvancedStudies
leader. Emphasisin the presentationwas on a comparisonof the 1984
opportunityoption_. The data were also comparedto new alternatives
presentedby JPL at the samemeeting.
2.1.26 PlanetaryOpportunitiesCalendar
This was a major subtaskof the advancedplanningactivity
duringthis contractperiodtakingapproximatelyfourmonths to complete.
J The purposeof the Calendaris to providean overviewof launchwindows
to solar systemtargetsthroughthe end of th_ centuryfor programplanning
purposes. Opportunitydatawere preparedfor the eight major targets
and for selectedcometmissionsin the period1980-2000. A wide range
of flightmodeswas consideredin generatingthesedata. The direct
" 1'a
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ballisticoptionwas includedfor all of the major bodiesexceptMercury.
In other cases for which this optionwas not a realisticmissionalter-
native,it servedas a referencefor comparisonwith a varietyof in-
directgrativy-assistedswingbymodes. These includethe recentlystudied
VEGA/SEEGA*optionswhich utilizean Earth reencounterto set up the final
trajectoryleg, effectinga considerablesavingsin energyrequirements
overthe direct outer planettransfers. Data for theseoptionswas
also included,to the extentto which it was currentlyavailable.
Flightmodes presentedfor Mercuryincludedboth ballisticVenus swingby
and solar electriclow-thrust. Type I and II transferswere considered
for Venus and Mars, and a dual launchversionof the Mars samplereturn
missionwas brieflyanalyzedfor the nine opportunitiesavailable. The
resultsof this effortwere assimilatedin a calendarstyle formatwith
one pageof performancesummariesand one page of opportunitydates
presentedfor each target. A sun_aryof the opportunitiespresented
in the calendaris given in Table 2 _ a matrixof targetand flight
mode versuslaunchyear. The matrixis nearlycomplete,the exception
beingthe VEGA flightmode for which opportunitydata are not yet
availablebeyond1991.
*VEGA/SEEGA:V_enusE_arthG_ravityA_ssist/S._olarE_lectricE_drth
GravityA_ssist
20
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2.2 Cost EstimationResearch(1716man-hours)
Cost estimationanalysishas been an on-goingAdvancedStudies
supporttaskfor fouryears. Its objectiveis to developand implement
a methodologyfor estimatingcostsof futurelunar and planetaryflight
projects. Its purposeis to providereasonablyaccuratecost estimates,
based on pre-PhaseA studydefinitions,to key advancedplanningactivities
withinthe Lunar and PlanetaryProgramsDivision. A flightprojectcost
estimationmodel has been in existenceat SAI for the pastthreeyears
as a resultof this task effort,and has been regularlyimprovedand
expandedin scopeof applicationas a resultof thison-goingresearch.
The natureof the work falls intoone of threegeneralsubtasks:
l) FlightProjectDataCollection,
2) ModellingAnalysis,
3) Cost Estimation.
Work is done in all threesubtaskareas each year. The levelof effort
expendedon data collectionhas stabilizedduringthe past severalyears
with three to four flightprojectsbeing trackedat any given time.
There has been a shift in empl_asis,however,within the other taskswith
increasinglymore effortexpendednow on applicationsand less on
modelling. This may occasionallychangeas new featuresare added to
the costmodel, but generallyemphasisshouldcontinueon applications.
Eachof the subtasksis brieflysummarizedin the followingsubsections.
2.2.1 FlightProjectData Collection
Historically,estimatesof futureflightprojectcosts have
frequentlybeen underestimatedby substantialamounts. One of several
reasonsfor this situationhas been the lack of an adequatedata base
from which to judge new endeavors. A secondcause has been failure
to take intoconsiderationcapabilitiesand requirementsfosteredby
new technologies.These problemsemphasizethe importanceof two
attributesof an acceptabledata base, i.e.,breadthand currency.
Neitherof the attributescan be achievedand maintainedwithoutcon-
t
tinuousdiligenceand care.
_G P_k_ BI_ NOT FI_
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Such is the casewith the SAI data base. Since data collection
beganmore than fouryears ago, every efforthas been made to incorporate
all relevantlunarand planetaryflightprojectdata into it. This
means collectionof Level Three or betterWork BreakdownStructure
data on anywherefrom quarterlyto annualperiodsdependingon the
projectmaturity. DirectLabor,burden,materialsand miscellaneous
costsmust be trackedon every elementof the projects. These data
are then reducedinto new categoriesconsistentwith modellingalgorithms
used in the cost model.
Duringthe 1976-7contractperiod,new data was collectedand
reducedon three flightprojects: VikingOrbiter,VikingLander,and
the MarinerJupiter/Saturn(MJS)missions. As a resultof this effort,
the Vikingprojectcosts are virtuallycomplete,whereasthe MJS data
is now about 60% completewith the remainingexpendituresin this project
being estimates-to-complete.The completeSAI cost data base currently
consistsof ten lunar and planetaryflightprojectsundertakenduring
the period1962 to present. Data collection/reductionactivitiesin
the comingcontractperiodwill focuson continuedcollectionof MJS
data, and initialacquisitionof PioneerVenus costs,which will include
the fi_'stflightprojectdata for atmosphericprobes. The Jupiter
Orbiterflightproject,presumingnew startapprovalfor FY '7B is
also a near-futureadditionwhich will reflectthe firstuse of NASA
standardizedcomponentsin flightprojecthardware.
2.2.2 Cost Modelling
The cost modellingsubtask'sinitialobjectivewas the develop-
ment of a flightprojectcost estimationanalogwhose input requirements
could be restrictedto pre-PhaseA levelmissiondefinitions. Such
a cost model,using directlaborhours as the workingcost parameter,
has been developedat SAI and is activelyin use. The on-goingpurpose
of this subtaskis to refineand expandthe model'sscope of application
as permittedby the expandingbase of flightprojectdata resultingfrom
the effortexpendedin the previoussubtask.
Developmentof the cost modelwas initiatedwith the re-
distributionof flightprojectcost data into a minimumset of categories,
24
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each of which was to be modelled as a function of somepre-Phase A
mission parameter(s). The categories found to be most acceptable
for this purpose fell naturally into two classes: l) subsystem
hardware costs which have both non-recurring and recurring elements
and 2) project support costs which are recurring elements scaled
(in part) to the magnitude of total hardware costs. The specific
categories used are as follows:
1) Hardware Categories 2) Support Categories
Structure Program Management
Propulsion SystemsAnalysis& Engr.
Guidance& Control Test & QualityAssurance
Communications Assembly& Integration
Power GroundEquipment
Science Launch& FlightOps.
Data Analysis
An obviousdependentparameterchoicefor modellingthe
costs of thesecategoriesis dollars. However,the use of dollarsoften
' obscuresthe real cost becauseof wage inflationfactors,overhead
rates,fees,etc. Planetarymissionsare typicallycharacterizedby very
low productionvolumeand high developmentcosts, i.e.,they are
labor-intensivendeavors. Hence,the use of directlaborhourswas
consideredas a possiblealternativeto dollars. Productivityrather
thanwage rate (andhence inflationfactors)becomesa key measureof cost
when usingdirect laborhours. Also, directlabor is a commondenominator
of NASA cost reportingrequirementsfrom which overhead,G&A and fee
are computed. Of concernin the use of directlabor hourswas the
omissionof projectmaterialscosts. To examinehow well directlabor
alone could track total projectcost, comparisonsare continuallymade
betweencost per categoryand directlabor per category. For both para-
meterspercentagecomparisons,averagedover the entireten projectdata
base, are shown in Figurel for eachcategory,definedabove. The
comparisonvalidatesthe credibilityof directlaborhours to adequately
track total projectcost. Furtheranalysisof the data base also
revealedthat directlaborhours represent30% of total flightproject
2.=-,
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costwith only a few percentvariationover the entiredata base.
It was concludedthe laborhours are indeeda very good parameter
of cost,and furtherthatmodellingprojectdirectlabor is essentially
equivalentto modellingtotal planetaryflightprojectcosts.
The choiceof directlabor hours to model cost openedthe
way for the actualmodellinganalysis. Labor estimatingrelationships
(LER's)were developedfor each cost category. The non-recurring
directlaborhours (NRDLH)of the hardwarecategorieswere modeled
first sincetheyweremost readilyassociatedwith pre-PhaseA mission
parameters,particularlyweight. Recurringdirectlabor hours (RDLH)
were mo(_lednext as a functionof the NRDLHand numberof flight
articles. Pre-launchsupportcategorydirectlabor hoursweremodeled
as a functionof the accumulatedtotal hardwaredirectlabor hours.
Launchand post-launchfunctionswere modeledfrom pre-PhaseA mission
parameters,particularlyeventtimes,as well as accumulateddirect
laborhours.
A flowchartdepictingthe total estimationprocedureis
presentedin Figure2. The heavy arrowsindicatethe primaryflow
of the estimationprocessusing the variousLER'soutlinedabove. Both
hardwareand supportcategorydirectlabor hours (DLH)are converted
to dollarsusingmodeledcategorywage rates and inflationfactorscon-
sistentwith the anticipatedflightprojectperiod. These costs are
accumulatedto a total directlabor (DL)projectcost which is then
ratioedup ( 30%) to finallydeterminetotal projectcost. Note
that inheritance(costsaving)factorscan be added to the inputstream
at the hardwarecost levelto reducerequiredNRDLHlevelsfor sub-
systemdevelopment.Inheritanceis consideredas a percentageof
each categorywhich qualifiesfor cost savingswith actualsavings
accruedas many as threelevelsof inheritance.Reductionsin hardware
NRDLH are allowedto ripplethroughthe estimation9rocedureso that
additionalsavingsare also realizedin associatedsupportcategories.
The inheritancemethodis sufficientlygeneralto permiteventualin-
clusionof standardizedhardwarecost benefitswhen suchdata become
availablefrom flightprojectexperience.
I
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Both the LER's and theirsynthesisintoan estimationpro-
cedureare the subjectsof the continuedanalysisof thissubtask.As a
resultof this on-goingeffortthe cost model is now applicableto a
wide scope of missionconceptsincludingflybys,orbiters,entry probes,
landers,and samplereturns. Subtaskanalysisis currentlyfocusedon
improvingentry probe cost estimateswith resultsnot yet completeas
PioneerVenus flightprojectdata are stillbeing collected. As the
model has been expandedand improvedso also have the inputrequirements
increased. The currentlist of possibleinputparametersis presented
in Table 3. This listwill undoubtedlycontinueto growwith further
model improvements,but will be diligentlyconstrainedto a pre-PhaseA
studyinformationlevel.
Cost model accuracyobjectivesare twofold: ]) Estimatesof
totalcosts for projectsincludedin the data base shouldnot differ
fromactualby more than I0%; 2) New projectestimatesshouldnot be in
error by more than 20% with missionscope held constant. Erroranalysis
of the model againstthe data base presentlyshows a mean error of -6.4%
_I in cost (i.e.underestimating)with a mean absoluteerrorof 12.9%.
Applicationsto date againstexistingprogramsnot in the data base indicate
errors new flightprojectsare probablynot greaterthan25%.that for
2.2.3 Applications
I Applicationsof the cost model have continuedto increasewith
its refinementand expandingscope. Duringthe pastcontractperiod,
i the model was used extensivelyin supportof advancedplanningactivities
by the Lunar and PlanetaryProgramsDivision. Sevenof the 26 Advanced
I
1 PlanningSubtasksreportedabove in Section2.1 involvedcost estimation
I
analyses. These subtaskswere as follows:
I 2.1.4) BallisticPlanetaryProgramModelsfor 1980'st
2.1.13) NASA 5-YearPlanningSupport
) 2.1.14) ShuttlePayloadsEconomicsAnalysisSupport
2.1.15) Cost EstimationSupportof Mars StrategyPlanning
2.1.21) PlanetaryLaunchCost Supportof ShuttleLCC Analysis
2.1.23) Reestimationof Planetary5-YearPlanMissionCosts
2.1.24) ARC PenetratorCost EstimateAppraisal
1977027127-030
TABLE3
COSTMODELINPUTPARAr ETERS
o Mission Factors
o FiscalWage Date
o Date of First Launch
o Numberof Flight Articles
o Mission Duration
o EncounterTime
o Launch Windows
• Structure
o Total Weightof StructureSubsystem
o Weight of Mechanisms& LandingGear
o Weight of Thermal Control,Pyro & Cabling
o Propulsion
o Dry Weight of PropulsionSystem
o Liquid VernierDry Weight
o AerodecelerationSubsystemWeight
• Guidanceand Control
o Total Weight of Guidance& ControlSubsystem
o Weightof Radar in G&C Subsystem
o Communications
o Weightof Radio FrequencySubsystem
. o Weight of Data Handling_ubsystem
o Diameterof Antennas
S
• Power
o Weightof Power SubsystemExcludingRTG's
o Numberof RTG Units Per Spacecraft.
o RTG Fuel Loading (ThermalWatts)
• Science
o Total Weight of ScienceExperiments
o Weightof Lander SurfaceExperiments
o Pixels per Line of TV
!
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i_ As an exampleof the types of data preparelfor theseactivities,
a summa / of missioncosts by projectelementare presentedin
i Table 4 fr,_ _he reestimationanalysisperformedfor Subtask2.1.23.
_" Thiswas th 'irstcombinedestimationeffortof thesemissionsper-
i formedunder a consistentset of groundrules. Cost spreadson each
- of these estimateswere also generatedand are presentedin Table5.
l Applicationof the costmodel has also been extendedto)
_- other contracttasks. It is now used routinelyas an estimationtool
i to add cost data to all advancedmissionand conceptstudies. These
,. added resultsprovidean additionaldin,_,_sionto the evaluationof
studiesof potentialfuturemissions.
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_. 2.3 PlanetaryMissionsPerformanceHandbook: Vol II-MSSR
,, Revisions(II96man-hours)
The purposeof the PlanetaryMissionsPerformance(PMP)Hand-
!. books is to provideprogramplannerswith the basicperformancedata
essentialin the preliminarystagesof missionselectionand design.
J In the past, two typesof NASA handbookshave been preparedfor mission!
analysiswork: l) raw trajectorydata handbookssuch as the NASA SP-35
-eries,and;2) propulsionsystemperformancehandbookssuch as the
NASA LaunchVehicleEstimatingFactorsDocument. The PMP Handbookseries
carriesperformanceanalysisone step furtherby combiningthese two
basicgroupsof data in a form which is directlyapplicableto mission
planning. Typicalresultsshow payloadmass as a functionof flight
time, or launchwindow,as appropriateto the specificmission.
Volume II of the PMP HandbookSeriescontainsmissionsto the
innerplanets. The Mars SurfaceSampleReturnmissionis treatedas
a specialcase, and is allotteda full sectionof its own. Thisyear's
PMP task revisedthe MSSR sectionto includedual launchmissionsbased
upon currentlyplannedShuttle/IUScapability. Mass performancesummaries
are presentedfor the nine Mars SampleReturnopportunitiesin the period
1980-2000,thus spanningmore than a full cycleof Mars launchopportunities
(sevenin fifteenyears).
For eachlaunchopportunity,two single-launchand two
dual-launchoptionsare examined. These are: l) directatmospheric
entry at Mars, or; 2) entry from a specializedlandingorbit. Thus,
there are four basicmissiondesignsconsidered,all of which assume
rendezvousof a planetaryexcursionmodulewith an orbitingbus placed
in rendezvousorbit. Two other single-launchoptionswhich were
presentedin the previousreleaseof this sectionare droppedfrom
considerationhere. Bothof these (directand orbit entry at Mars)
utilizedirectreturnfrom Mars, via parking"orbit. This choicenecess-
itateslandingall earth returnsystemson the planetand, of course,
liftingthem off again intothe parkingorbit. With increaseddry
mass requirementsfor the Earth ReturnVehicle(ERV)- 137 kg versus
i
i!.
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ithe previously assumed87 kg - these options usually exceed the
capability of the baseline three-stage IUS. For example, given other
current mass assumptions and propulsion sizing, the larger (137 kg)
ERVdoes not allow useful missions in any of the nine opportunities
examined here. Therefore, to accomplish a direct return from Mars
with the needed increase in landed mass will almost certainly require
the Space Tug. However, such Tug missions would require the entry and
landing on Mars of better than twice the mass of similar systems in
current design points. Hence, these Tug missions are sufficiently out-
side the domain of present scaling laws to preclude their consideration
here. On the other hand, should increased landed payload be required
(e.g., for rovers, or to prepare the way for return of large samples),
it can be achieved with the dual launch options, which need not land
the earth return systems and which are well within IUS capabilities.
Table 6 summarizes the scope of the general mission options and
launch selections.
In light of current planning emphasisand sample return science
requirements, a baseline mission concept has been chosen for performance
I
cross-comparisons between launch opportunities. Briefly, it calls for
two Shuttle/IUS (III) launches on conjunction-class transfers with
orbit capture both at Mars and at earth return. A one kilogram sample
is to be collected, which serves to size the earth entry capsule and,
to a lesser extent, the ERV. Performance summariesof the baseline
and several variations upon it are developed for each launch opportunity.
Mars launch opportunities are cyclic in nature - seven
opportunities in fifteen years. Thus, the nine opportunities shownare
sufficient to investigate the full range of performance. Examination
of the hyperbolic velocities at launch and target for both legs (earth-
Mars, and Mars-earth) reveals four cyclic patterns - one for each
choice of earth and Mars entry modes. These patterns are distinctly
out of phase with one another. Consequently,. different flight modes
for the Mars Sample Return may have different "best" opportunities.
?
Indeed, this turns out to be the case, as will be seen below. For
each leg of the journey, the entry modeat the target planet (direct
vs. orbit)selectsthe trajectoryto be used, and thus, the impulses
:36
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TABLE6
SCOPEOF MARSSAMPLERETURNPRESENTATION
0 LAUNCHOPPORTUNITIES
1981 Nov 81 - Jan 82
1984 Dec 83 - Feb 84
1986 Mar 86 - May 86
1988 May 88 - Jun 88
1990 Jul 90 - Aug 90
1992- Sep 92 - Oct 92
1994 Oct 94 - Nov 94
1996 Nov 96 - Jan 97
1999 Dec 98 - Feb 99
o MISSIONOPTIONS*
o Dual Launch fMars Orbit Capture
_Mars DirectEntry
o Single Launch _Mars Orbit Capture
LMarsDirectEntry
._ * All assumeMars OrbitalRendezvous
e LAUNCHVEHICLES
o Shuttle/IUS(II)
o Shuttle/IUS(Ill)
" o Shuttle/Tug(R)/EarthEscapeKick
t
37
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required. Moreover,the propulsionsystemsneededto accomplishthe
returnleg must first be carriedto Mars on the initialleg. Clearly,
the specificmissionoptionsselectedplay as large a role in overall
missionperformanceabilityas does variationfrom one launchopportunity
to the next. This is particularlytrue for singlelaunchcases: slight
penaltieson the returnleg can loom large at earth launch.
Performanceof the Mars SurfaceSampleReturnmissioncan be
characterizedin many ways. It is usefulto knowwhat size samplecan
be returned,how much mass can be landedupon Mars, and what total launch
mass is required. If we assumethat theseare the threemost significant
mass figuresfor a samplereturn,then it can be said, in general,that
the 1986opportunityis quite poor, and that the early 90's opportunities
offer the best possibilities,with Igg4 being a banneryear. Such a
characterizationcan be misleading: in this case, the 1986 Mars direct
entry variationof the baselinemissionproducesa higherlandedmass
marginthan that availablein any other opportunity.This apparent
discrepancyis resolvedby observingthat it is the earth returnleg
which hurts the 1986opportunity. (Directentry at Mars removesthe effect
I
of a high orbit captureimpulse.) Thus, althoughit seems unlikelythat
the baselinemissionin 1986 can toleratemuch of an increasein
returnedsamplesize, the directentry optionin that year can
producea substantiallandedmass marginwhich can be used to
accomodateadditionalsurfacescienceor rover systems. Com-
parativeexaminationof severallaunchopportunitieswill expose
other tradeoffsin missionperformance.
A samplereturnhas so many basicmissionparameterswhich
may be subjectedto variationin planningexercisesthat even a hand-
bookmust presentonly a selectionof the most interestingcases.
To facilitatethis presentation,a numberof groundrulesare assumed
for the ensuinganalysis. Most of these assumptionshave to do with
sizingof the variousspacecraftrequiredto.performthe samplereturn.
Thesedry mass requirementsare taken eitherdirectlyfrom current
designpointsor from scalinglaws based upon them. Samplesize, one of
the main driversof requiredmass sizing,is fixed at one kilogram.
::.:.:
I I
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Retropropulsionis achievedwith solid rocketmotors,with a few ex-
ceptions. An earth-storablebipropellant(space-storableis optional)
is used for Mars orbit insertions. Midcoursecorrectionsand orbit
trimsare providedby monopropellantliquidrocketswhen a bipropellant
stage is not availableto do thisjob.
Performanceresultsfor the Mars SurfaceSampleReturnare
given in termsof availablemass marginsat variouspointsof interest
in the missionsequence. Minimumrequiredmass is derivedby starting
with Larth returnsystemsand "backingup" throughthe missionsequence,
addingfixedmasses,retro stages,and applyingimpulsesas calledfor
by the optionsselected. From this processthe requiredmass at launch
is obtained,whetherfor one or two vehicles. The sequenceis then
reversed: beginningwith the full availablelaunchvehiclecapability,
impulsesand scalingdata are appliedin the "farward"sense - through
Mars arrival,descentto the surface,sampleacquisition,ascent,rendezvous,
departureand returnto earth. The differences(margins)betweenavail-
able and requiredmass are displayedto characterizethe missionas to
degreeof difficulty,potentialmass increase,etc. Any marginwhich
&
appears(e.g.,at earth launch)may be propagatedforwardin the
missionsequenceto producemarginsat other subsequentpoints.
Table 7 showsan exampleof the dual launchoutputformat.
One such tableappearsin the handbookfor eachoptionconsidered.
Enoughdescriptiveinformatioris given about tK missionto detailnot
only the planningoptionsselected,but the underlyinginterplanetary
trajectoriesas well. Note thatthe two launchesof the dual launch
missionare separatedby function. One vehicleis comprisedof Mars
landingand ascentmodules The other is responsiblefor interplanetary
transferand Earthreturnof the sample. The mass summaryat the
I
bottomof Table 7 showsthree figuresat eachof four critical
pointsfor each launchvehicle. The threeare requiredmass, available
mass, and the margin.
The single-launchtablespresente_sentiallythe same in-
formation,but must take intoaccountthe fact thatmany of these
• L
e_
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/:' ;_.";':-':: 4 TABLE7 i E._: 4
MARS S LI RF _,CE "SAMPLE RETLIRN
P. _'- /=, lMA.:,,:,PERFORMANCE _,I_IMMARY
I'tI..IAL LAUNCH MARS LANDER/MAV MARS ORB ITER/ERV
LAUNCH OPF'ORTUNITY 1984 19°4
LAUNCH VEHICLE SHUTTLE/IUS( I II) SHIJTTLE/IUS( III)
MISSION OF'TION MARS ORBIT CAPTURE EARTH (oRBIT CAPTURE
LAUNCH WINDOW 20 DAYS 20 DAYS
MARS RETRO STAGE EARTH-STORABLF (IE:P=300 ) EARTH-STORABLE (ISP=300 )
SAMPLE SIZE - - 1 I(G
MISSION DESCRIPTION
VEHICLE EVENT DATE MANEUVER FLIGHT TIME
LNDR/MAV EARTH LAUNCH 26 DEC '1983 C3 = 11.882 EARTH-MARS LEG 281 DAYS
MARS ARRIVAL 2 OCT 1984 DV = 1.513 (TYPE II)
ORB/ERV EARTH LAUNCH 26 DEC 1983 C3 = 11.882 EARTH-MARS LEG 281
MARS ARRIVAL 2 OCT 1984 DV = 1.513 (TYPE II)
ERV MARS DEPART 3 MAR 1986 DV = 0.732 MARS-EARTH LEG 213
EARTH ARRIVAL 2 OCT 1986 DV = 2.337 (TYPE I)
TOTAL MISSION 1011 DAY
2.8 YRS
CUMULATIVE MASS SUMMARY (KG)
REQUIRED MASS MARGIN AVAILADLE MASS
ORBIERV EARTH ENTRY ......... 52 154 206
EARTH RETURN VEHICLE 294 208 502
MARS ORBITED MASS... 2141 514 2655
EARTH LAUNCH ........ 4128 991 5119
LNDR/M_V MARS ASCENT ......... 493 355 848
LANDED MASS ......... 769 435 1204
MARS ENTRY .......... 1206 555 1761
EARTH LAUNCH ........ 3967 1152 5119
40
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missions are marginal performers. Therefore, the _eps taken to produce
(if possible) a margin at earth launch are shown in the table. Referring
to the example in Table 8, the first try, with earth oTbit capture
and earth-storable retro at Mars, turns out to require mere mass than
is available. Each succeeding line shows application of one of the
fallback steps and the decrease in required mass which results. If
a reasonable launch margin is found, the launch window extent is
expanded to a maximum of twenty days. Subsequent sections of Table 8
b
describe the mission and present a mass summary, showing application of
available margin at three points in the mission sequence.
A brief summary of results generated for both single and dual-
launch missions throughout the nine opportunities is shown in Table 9.
Two additional variations on the baseline mission are included in the
handbook: these achieve better mass performance by constraining the
mission to space-storable retro and direct entry at Mars.
Yet another revision to the MSSR section is planned for the
near term: sample sizes greater than one kilogram will be allowed.
This change will necessitate substantial rescaling of fi ed dry massesi
and redefinition of study groundrules to properly encompass a new range
of possible missions.
i
!
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IvlARS_; SLIRF'ACE :--;AMPLE Rr:']-LmRN
tCA'_--;SPERFORMANCE SUMMARY
MiSSIOn! OPTION DIRECT ENTRY/MOR
LAUNCH VEHICLE SHUTTLE/ IUS (IIl)
SAMPLE SIZE 1 KO
MASS MARGIN AVAILABLE AT EARTH LAUNCH
EARTH ENTRY MARS RETRO MARS ENTRY WINDOW LAUNCH MASS (KG)
OPTION SYSTEM ORBIT EXTENT REQ. AVAIL. MARGIN --
ORBIT EARTH-STORABLE N/A 0 DAYS 6025 5229 -797
ORDIT SPACE-STORABLE N/A 0 DAYS 5141 5229 88
DIRECT SPACE-STORABLE N/A 0 DAYS 5024 5229 205
DIRECT SPACE-STORABLE N/A 10 DAYS 5128 5179 51 ***
*** - THIS CASE IS DETAILED BELQW
MISSION DESCRIPTION
EVENT OPTION DATE TYPE MANEUVER FLIGHT TIME
m-- .......
EARTH LAUNCH ...... 31 DEC 1983 II C3 = 11. 270 EARTH-MARS LEG 281DAY_
MARS ARRIVAL DIRECT 7 OCT 1984 VE = 6. 108 MARS STOPOVER 493
MARS DEPARTURE MOR 17 FEB 1986 I DV = O. 710 MARS-EARTH LEO 213
EARTH ARRIVAL DIRECT 18 SEP 1986 VE = 11. 656
TOTAL MISSION 987 DA_ :
2. 7 YRC
CU_b_ATIVE MASS SUMMARY (KG)
: MASS MARGIN APPLIED TO
EARTH LAUNCH MARS LANDER ERV
EARTH ENTRY ......... 30 30 30
EARTH RETURN VEHICLE 263 263 276 (!
MARS ASCENT ......... 493 493 493 I
I
MARS LANDER ......... 769 791 „ 769I
I I
MARS ENTRY .......... 1223 1253 I 1223 I
! I
EARTH LAUNCH ........ 5179 ˆ 5179I 5179 I
I I I
AVAILABLE MARGIN .... 51 „14Z
i I i
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2.4 PenetratorAdvancedSt" _es (1542Man-Hours)
Advancedstudiesof planetarypenetratorshave been conducted
by SAI for the past threeyears. These studieshave focusedon defining
conceptsand solvingrelatedproblemsof penetratorsappliedto in situ
surfaceexplorationof solar systemobjects. The followingthree sub-
taskswere addressedin thisyear's studies:
Subtaskl: Lunar PenetratorsConceptStudy
Subtask2: GalileanSatellitePenetratorExperiments
Subtask3: Ad Hoc SurfacePenetratorScienceCommittee
Earlierstudieshave analyzedMars penetratormissionconcepts,deployment/
navigationcapabilitiesfor airlessbody penetrators,and penetrator
missionsto Mercuryand the Galileansatellites. Subtaskresultsfor
thisyear'swork are brieflysummariedin the next threesubsections.
2.4.1 Lunar PenetratorsConceptStudy
The purposeof this studywas to investigatethe feasibility
' of continuedexplorationof the lunar surfacewith penetrators.Lunar
penetratorshave been suggestedas a means for constructinga com-
prehensivebase of in situgoephysicaland geochemicalinformation
sl_pportiveof futurelunarmissionplanning. Becausewe already
have returnedsamplesfrom severallunarsites,and considerableinterest
exists in performinga lunarpolar orbitermissionwith similarob-
jectives,it was importantthat a relativelysimpleconceptbe devised
for penetratorswhich would retaintheircost-effectiveness.Also,
a largevarietyof sites shouldbe accessibleto the penetrators
in order to justifytheir potentialcontributionto our understanding
of the lunar surface. Finally,a surfacelifetimeobjectiveof at
leastone year would be highlydesirableto g,aranteeusefulseismic
.. results.
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iThe conceptselectedfor analysisin this study seeks to
preservethese three criteria,i.e., low-cost,good accessibility,and
acceptablelifetime. Briefly,the penetratorswould be self-deployed,
intendedto be carriedinto low-earthorbit as piggy-backpayloads
in the Shuttlecargo bay. Each launchedpackagewould consist
penetrator,two solid-motorstages,and a smallcruisecontrolmodule.
The first solidmotor would injectthe packageon a translunartra-
: jectory. The cruisecontrolmodulewould provideattitudestability,
guidance,and navigationduringthe translunarflight. It would also
mark the ignitionaltitudefor the secondsolidmotor which would
performthe lunar brakingmaneuver. Immediatelyafter burn-out,the
cruisecontrolmodulewould pitch the penetratorover to a near-zero
angle of attackpermittingit to free-fallto the surface. The
velocitycontrolledimpactswould resultin penetrationof the
forebody1-15metersdeep dependingupon soilcomposition.The aft-
body of the penetratorwould be _roughtto rest beforeit became
submergedthus permittingit to serve as a communicationbase with the
earth. The separatedfore and aft bodiesremainconnectedby an un-
coiledumbilicalwhich passeselectricalpower and data betweenthe
two parts.
Accessibilityover the lunar surfacemust be restrictedto the
front side of the moon sincecommunicationsare performeddirectly
betweenthe penetratoraft-bodyand the earth. An acceptableimpact
zone is furtherconstrainedby a limitingflightpath angle at retro
ignitionand the impactsite earth elevationangle. These have been
conservativelyset at 60° and 30°, respectively.The boundaryof site
accessibility(fora 72-hourtranslunartrajectory)on the front side
of the moon with these constraintsis illustrated_n Figure3. Obvious-
ly, the low-costmotivatedself-deploymentconceptdoes compromise
siteaccessibility.However,even the casualobserverwill recognize
that a wide varietyof lunar featureswithinbothmare and highlands
regionsresideinsidethe impactzonewhich coversapproximately25%
of the lunar surface.
4._'
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ACC[SSIBILITYCONTOURS:
__30 ° FLIGHTPATHANGLE
FLIGHTPATHANGLE
90°N
/ 90° FLIGHTPATHANGLE
60°N 60ON
t
"\
30_,N "_ 30ON
90•S ACCEPTABLEIMPACTZONE
"" 30° COMMUNICATION (HATCHEDREGION)FOR
ELEVATIONCONSTRAINT 12-HOURFLIGHTTIME
i FIGURE 3. SELF-DEPLOYED LUNAR PENETRATOR IMPACT ZONE (72-HOUR FLIGHT TIME)
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A candidatesciencepayload,used in this study for analyzing
systemsupportrequirements,is summarizedin Table lO. Its apparent
emphasison lunar surface,subsurfaceand interiorgeophysicsand
geochemistryis not unlikepreviouslysuggestedinstrumentsfor a
Mars penetratormission. A total of seven experiments(including
aft-bodypanormaicimagery)and a soil samplerare includedin this
payloadlist. Only the seismometry,magnetometry,and heat flow
experimentswould be operatedcontinouslyover the surfacelifeof
the penetrator. The remainingexperimentswould be completedwithin --
the first two weeks after penetration.Typicalinstrumentspecifi-
cationsand capabilitiesshown in the table have been taken from
data developed*for a Mars penetrator. The total sciencepayload
mass is 3.8 kg, requiringabout lOOmw of continuousp_er plus
battery-suppliedpeak powersOf up to 5w. Payloaddata generation
is limitedby storageand power requirementsto not more than 1.5 x lO6
bits duringany 24-hourperiod.
Analysisof penetratorsystemrequirementsquicklyisolated
thermalcontrolas the criticaldesign issue. The penetratordesign
lifetimeof at leastone year combinedwith power requirementsfor
continuouslyoperatingexperimentsand the centralprocessor(computer)
lead to an RTG requirement.The thermaloutputof the RTG (only4%
efficient)combinedin turnwith the very low lunar soil thermalcon-
ductivitiesexpectedeven at lOm depth (k _ IxlO-4 watt/cm°K)can lead
to steady-statepenetratortemperaturesin excessof 400°K. A detailed
assessmentof instrumentoperatingrequirementsand data communication
loadswas performedin order to determineminimumviablepower require-
ments. The resultingpower budgetwas split betweena primarybattery
and RTG unitwith the batterycarryingas much of the power load as
possible(230watt-hrrating). The resultingRTG requirementwas rated
*Mars SurfacePenetrator-SystemDescription",MSWG-84Report,Ames
ResearchCenter,May 1977.
! I
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at 4 watts thermal. With this heat sourcein the penetrator,it is
expectedto reacha temperature200°K above ambient,virtually
independentof its initialimplantationtemperature. For lunar
subsurfacetemperaturesin the rangeof 220-260°K(thehighervalue
occurringthroughthe lunarequatorialregion)temperaturesin the
penetratorcould reach 460°K. To bring the value down to a more de-
sirableengineering/materialsupper limitof 350°Kwould requirefinding
lunar subsoilswith conductivitiesof at least 2.2 x lO-4 watts/cm°K.Re-
visedApollo heat flowdata and supportinglaboratoryexperimentsnow
lead lunargeologiststo beiievethatmaximumvaluesof lunar subsoil "
conductivitywon't exceed 1.5 x lO-4 watts/cm°K. It shouldbe added that
those resultspresumethe inclusionof a heat pipe in the penetrator
in order to enhanceits heat loss capability. Hence, an inescapable
conclusionof the systemsanalysisis the fact that a long-livedlunar
penetratormust also be a hightemperaturedevice.
The impulserequirementsfor self-deployedlunar penetrator
missionsare summarizedin Figure4. Total impulsealongwith its
componentsof translunarinsertionAV and lunar retro AV are plotted
againsttranslunarflighttimewith curvesfor the moon at periapse
and at apoapse. Fromthese resultsit can be seen that littlebenefit
is derivedfrom extendingflighttime beyondthree days (72 hours).
Conversely,AV requirementsbegin to rise sharplyfor flighttimes
less than one and a half days (36 hours). The positionof the moon
in its orbit has littleeffecton impulserequirements(<5%variation).
In order to completethe systemanalysiswith an assessmentof
propulsionrequirements,the lower-energy72-hourflighttimewas
selected. Translunarinjectionand lunar retroimpulsesof 3250m/sec
and 2670 m/sec,respectively,where assumedfrom Figure4. A midcourse
navigationallowanceof lOOm/secwas also assumedfor the 72-hour
transfer. This value is largecomparedto traditionalallowancesdue
to the rathercrude injectionaccuracyof the translunarinjection
motor. The cruisecontrolmodule,which controlsthe penetration's
-=---_-............" ............£ ...........L _ .............._ ......... _ __
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stabilityduringcruiseuses a hot-gassystemfor performingthe
midcoursemaneuversas well as attitudecontrol. A mass summaryof
the completepenetratorpackageis given in Table If. The penecrator
itselfweighs40 kg. Alongwith the cruisecontrolmoduleweighing
35 kg, it formsa 75 kg payloadwhich must be transportedfrom low
earth orbit to a terminalvelocityof 150m/secat the moon. The
solid motormass requirementsto do this job, plus suitableinter-
stage adapterand contingerlcyallowanceincrea'ethe packageto a total
mass of 950 kg. Thiswould be the mass requiredfor each penetrator
packagecarriedin the Shuttlecargo bay. It is a littlemore than
3% of the Shuttlepayloadcapacity,certainlya reasonablemass level
for a piggy-backpayload.
An erroranalysisof the self-deployedlunar penetratorimpact
conditionswas also conductedin this study. Open-loopimpacterror
resultsare presentedin Table 12 for both 36-hourand 72-hourtrans-
lunar flighttimes. Data are presentedfor three retro flightpath
angles. Desiredimpactconditionsare 150 miles at zero impactangle
(angle-of-attack)with zero miss. Both the impactspeed and miss
errorsare tolerablebut the angle-of-attack(AOA)errorsare much too
large. Valuesof less than lO° AOA even in soft soilsare required
for successfulpenetration.Adding accelerometermeasurementsto
the lunar brakingmaneuversignificantlydecreasesthe AOA error,
assumingthe cruisecontrolmodule is capableof reorientingthe pene-
trator to the prescribedattitudeafter burnoutwithouterror (it
carriesgyros and attitudesensorsfor this and other attitudemaneuvers).
ResidualimpactAOA with accelerometermeasurementsis plottedin
Figure5 as a cumulativeprobabilitydistributionfor the worst case
flightmode, i.e., 72-hourtransittime and verticalapproach. Even
in this case there is a 90% chanceof impactingwith less than 6°
alignment(AOA)error. Hence,accelerometermeasurementare necessary
and probablysufficientmeans for controllingimpacterrors.
{_ ".9
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Table II
LUNAR PENETRATORMASS SUMMARY
Lunar Penetrator 40 kg
CruiseControlModule (wet) 35
Lunar BrakingMotor* (AV = 2670m/sec) 147
Net InjectedMass 222
InterstageAdapter(@ 5%) II
TLI Motor* (AV = 3250m/sec) 673
Contingency(@ 5%) 44
Total PackageMass 950 kg
*SolidRocket: Isp = 300 sec,Mass Fraction= 0.9
Table 12
SELF-DEPLOYEDLUNAR PENETRATOROPEN LOOP IMPACTERRORS(3_)
F1ight Retro-Path
Time Angle ImpactSpeed ImpactAngle ImpactSite
(hrs) (deg.) (m/s) Cdeg.) (km)
36 -90 16.9 21.0 8
-60 16.9 19.0 8
-30 16.9 17.0 7
72 -90 12.7 18.5 9
-60 12.7 18.5 8
-30 12.7 15.0 8
i
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In conclusion, the most serious problem uncovered by this
analysis of the low-cost lunar penetrator concept is its thermal control.
Steady-state temperatures of greater than 400°K certainly imply
design changes. Elimination of the RTG or incorporation of high-
temperature components and materials are two alternatives. Removal
of the RTG seriously degrades the penetrators science capability.
Incorporation of high temperature hardware probably means failure of the
low-cost objective. In view of its inherently restrictive site access-
ability (25% of the surface), the added problem of thermal control
reduces the self-deployed lunar penetrator concept to questionable
interest for future lunar exploration strategies. If a strong,
but as yet unvoiced, science interest exists for the concept, a de-
tailed systems analysis of this concept will be required to determine
the exact magnitude of its thermal problems.
"i I I
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2.4.2 Galilean Satellite Penetrator Experiments
The objectives of this subtask were threefold: l) to examine
the feasibility of conducting geochemical penetrator experiments emplaced
on tha Galilean satellites; 2) to determine and compare the degradation
of geochemical experiments due to Jovian trapped radiation dose effects
as a function of penetrator emplacement depth at Io and Ganymede; and
3) to determine experiment degradation 'ffects from both Jovian trapped
radiation and spacecraft power sources (RTG's) for mission del.very pro- ,,.
files of penetrators to Io and Ganymede.
The scope of the analysis was set by the consideration of three
different geochemical penetrator experiments. These were:
l) Alpha/Proton/X-ray Spectrometer
2) Neutron/Gamma-ray Spectrometer
3) Neutron Water Detector
The Alpha/Proton/X-ray Spectrometer performs an elemental composition
inventory for smal'lsamples by detecting short range particles (alphas
and protons), by detecting fluorescent x-rays excited by alpha particle
bombardment, and by x-ray irradiation from suitable instrument sources.
The Neutron/Gamma-ray Spectrometer performs a similar inventory of bulk
samples by detecting penetrating gamma rays which occur naturally in the
environment or are intensified by a neutron source carried in the instru-
ment. The Neutron Water Detector performs a water inventory ay observing
the decay time and/or energy spectrum of neutrons injected into the bulk
material surrounding the penetrator.
Radiation effects are important during three phases of a Galilean
satellite penetrator mission: the interplanetary phase, the Jupiter orbit
phase, and during operations on the satellite surface. Data on
accumulated doses during the first two phases were based on previous
; studies updated to incorporate the latest deployment orbits for pene-
trators. Doses and dose rates for the surface phase were determined
i n this study as a function of the depth of burial of the penetrator usinghigh energy particle transport codes for incident elec rons and pr ton .
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The characteristics of the radiation environment as a function
of depth due to incident electrons was determined using the EGS/PEGS
computer program for the Monte Carlo simulation of electromagnetic cascade
showers. This code handles the electromagnetic interactio:.sof elec-
trons (negative and positive) and protons for any material up to lO0 GeV.
The radiation environment induced by incident protons was determined with
the HETC computer program for the Monte Carlo simulation of the transport
of high energy particles. The code handles the electromagnetic al;d
nuclear interaction of protons and the neutrons, pions, muons and gamma-
rays produced by high energy proton bombardment. Equivalent monoenergetic
particle fluxes and radiation dose rates in Rads were determined as well
as the actual particle fluxes of each species as a function of energy.
The calculations show that accumulated dose is not a problem
during the landed phase of the.mission, even at Io, which represents the
worse case radiation effects of the Galilean satellites. However, there
are still a number of constraints on instrument performance. For the
Alpha/Proton/X-ray Experiment the instrument must be deeper than
20 g/cm2 for successful operation in the alpha-mode because of electron
background. The same instrument must be deeper than 50 g/cm2 for
successful operation in the proton-mode because of proton and electron
background. For the Neutron Gamma Experiment, gamma ray line emission
: e_cited by trapped proton bombardment dominates other sources of line
emission (radioactive elements, galactic cosmic ray bombardment, on
board neutron source) at all depths less than 400 g/cm2 and the detector
must be deeper than 150 g/cm2 to keep bremsstrahlung and electron count
rates in a range acceptable for pulse height analysis. Finally, for the
*_ Neutron Moderation (water) Experiment, the instrument must be deeper than
-- 400 g/cm2 if the water content is low because the neutroq background inter-
_ faces with observations of the decay of neutron pulses injected by the
instrument. Parametric calculations also performed for Europa, Ganymede
and Callisto show more favorable situations at those satellites.
, Radiation accumulated during the Jupiter orbital phase represents
a severe constraint or penetrator experimcnLs to the inner Galilean
I
¢
!
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satellitesusing presentlyconceiveddeploymentprofiles. Multiple,
satelliteassistedorbitsare neededto reduceapproachspeedsat Europa
or Io to levelscompatiblewith reasonabledeploymentbrakingmotorsfor
penetrators.The accumulatedradiationdosageduring theserevolutions
far exceedsacceptablelimitson electronicspacecraftand penetrator
components. Hence,new conceptsto emplacethe penetratoron the surface
much more rapidlyare neededif penetratorexperimentsat the innersatel- I
l
lites are to be feasible. Furthermore,penetrationdepthsof at least
3m are requiredat Io for satisfactoryperformanceof all instrumentsas I
I
discussedabove. These combinedradiationeffectslimit currently
feasibleGalileansatellitepenetratormissionsto Ganymedeand Callisto. I
IPenetratormissionconceptsfor Io and Europarequirefurtherstudy in
light of tFese identifiedradiationhazardsbeforefeasibilitycan be
a_sured. !
2.4.3 Ad Hoc Sur,acePenetratorSciEnceCommittee )
J
The purposeof this subtaskwas the provisionof engineering
supportto the Ad Hoc SurfacePenetratorScienceCommitteeorganizedby
i Ames ResearchCenter (ARC)at the directionof NASA Headquarters.This 'I
! committeewas formedas part of the FY 1976PenetratorDevelopmentProgram
i being conductedby ARC. Its purposewas to provideassurancethat
I maximumsciencepotentialof the surfacepenetratorand its science
i
!
: payloadwould be realized. To rendersuchassurance,the Committeewas
i
to convenefrom time to time to study the concept,its applicationto
J
| planetaryexploration,and the concurrentpenetratorsensordevelopment
i programbeing conductedby ARC. SAI engineeringsupportwas provided
• throughthe membershipof John Niehoff,SAI AdvanredStudiesLeader,on
i the Committee. Completecommitteemembershipwas as follows:i
I Prof. J. Westphal CaliforniaInstituteof Technology Chairman
: Dr. D. Currie Universityof Maryland Physics
Dr. J Fruchter PatelleNorthwestLaboratories Geochemistry
Dr. J Head Brown University Geology
Dr. C Helsley Universityof Texas (Dallas) Seismology
Dr. C Lister Universityof Washington Geophysics
Dr. J Tillman Universityof Washington Meteorology
Mr. J Niehoff ScienceApplications,Inc. Engineering
';,:-':
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/The committeemet three timesduringits tenurein the springof
1976. The firstmeetingwas held at Ames ResearchCenteron January
22-23,1976. In additionto settlingvariousorganizationaland functional
issues,the committeemembersreceivedtutorialsrelatedto science
disciplinesof potentialpenetratorscienceand had an opportunityto ask
many relatedquestionsof applicationand feasibility.Their second
meetingwas held April 30, 1976 in conjunctionwith a two-dayProgam
Reviewof the ARC DevelopmentProgramat Albuquerque,NM. A thorough
reviewof instrumentdevelopment,penetratordeployment,and soilcontam-
inationstudieswas presentedto the Committee. Itwas at thismeeting
that the Committeeevolveda rankingsystemfor classifyingpotential
penetratorscienceexperiments.That systemof experimentclassdefini-
tions is as follows:
Class l: Essential
Class 2: To be included,if feasible
Class 3: Highlydesirable,if feasibleand providedthere is no
major negativeimpactof Class l and feasibleClass 2
, experiments
Class4: Secondary,use as accommodationpermits,if feasibleand
providedthere is no significantnegativeimpacton
Class l, 2 and 3 experiments.
Using this system,the Committeealso reacheda preliminaryclassification
of proposedexperiments,in the contextof an early Mars missionat this
time. The third and finalmeetingof the Committeewas held
August6-7, 1976 at Cal Tech to finalizeour conclusionsand recommen-
dations,and incorporatethesefindingsintoa final report. Among the
significantactivitiesaccomplishedat thismeetingwas a finalized
classificationof proposedpenetratorexperiments. In the formatof the
class prioritiesoutlinegiven above those resultswere as follows:
Class l: SeismicMeasurement
Imagery
Class 2: ChemicalComposition
i Heat Flow
TotalWater Measurement
Meteorology(Temperature,Pressure,Wind)
_,.-,
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Class 3: Frostand Dust Detection
OrganicGeochemistry(Re-evaluateafter VikingGCMS
resultsare available)
Class 4: Ion _eochemistry
Magnetometry
Nutrient-lnducedBiology
AtmosphericRelativeHumidity --
Soil ElectricalConductivity
It becameapparentto the Committee,in the processof these classifica-
tions that a minimumMars penetratormissionmust consistof the Class l
experimentsand at leastone Class 2 experiment. Detaileddiscussions
of what Class l and 2 experimentsshouldaccomplishwere also generated
and includedas part of the final report.
In additionto attendanceand participationin the Committee
meetings,Mr. Niehoffperformedtwo additionalactivitiesas part of this
subtask. First,he gave an interimpresentationof Committeefindings
on May 7, 1976to the COMPLEXat the requestof chairman,Prof. Westphal.
Second,he prepareda numberof visualsummariesof Committeeresultsfor
presentationto the NASA AssociateAdministratorfor Space Scienceand
participatedin thatpresentationAugust12, 1976 at NASA Headquarters.
Examplesof these data are presentedin Tables 13, 14 and 15 which
summarizeMars penetratorcharacteristics,a 1981 Mars p_netratormission
and a cost estimateof the 1981missionbased on maximumuse of PVO
hardwareand inheritance.These datawere providedin supportof the
Committee'srecommendationsto NASA. Those recommendationsare presented
in Table 16.
i 1 !
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Table 13
BASELINEMARS PENETRATORCHARACTERISTICS
MASS SUMMARY
Forebody 28.7 kg
Afterbody 2.3
ImplantedPenetrator 31.0
Decelerator 14.6
DeorbitMotor (80 m/sec) 7.0
LaunchTube 7.5
Total SystemMass 60.I kg
PAYLOADCONSTRAINTS
Science/ElectronicsMass 7.3 kg
ForebodyCompartmentDim. 7.6 cm dia. x I02 cm long
b Volume 4500 cm3
Total Power 300 mW
Daily EnergyBudget 7.2 watt-hrs
Science 3.5 watt-hrs
Data Processing,Comm. 3.7 watt-hrs
MemoryCapacity lO5 to lO6 bits
INDUCEDENVIRONMENTS
Deceleration-ForebodyPeak 1800g
AfterbodyPeak 18000g
ThermalExhaust 20 watts i
Radiation lO5 neutrons/sec i
Depth of Placement 1-15m i
Attitude <15°
Physical Comminutionand Fracture
of SurroundingMaterial
I
: 6.1
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Table 14
1981 MARS PENETRATORMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS
Penetrators........... 6 (MarsBaselineDesign)
Orbiter............. PVO ModifiedBus (No Science)
LaunchVehicle......... Atlas/Centaur/TE-364
Orbit.............. 24.6-hr,Near-Polar;Hp = lO00 km
LaunchDates .......... November18-28,1981
ArrivalDates.......... September16-18, 1982
Completion........... September1984
MASS SUMMARY
OrbitingBus ............... 350 kg
Orbit ControlExpendables......... 25
Orbit DeployedPenetrators(4) ...... 208
OIM Inerts................ 38
HardwareContingency........... 40
Total OrbitedMass ............ 661
Orbit InsertionPropellant........ 336
ApproachDeployedPenetrators(2)..... I04
TransferControlExpendables....... 5___0_0
Net InjectedMass ............ If51
. L/V-S/CAdapter.............. 24
Total LaunchedPayload.......... I175 kg
LaunchVehicleCapability......... -I175 kg
i ,I I j '" t I I , :
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I Table15
PRE-PHASEA COSTESTIFt_TEOF 1981 MARSPENETRATORMISSION
FY '74$M FY '79$M
ProgramMgt/Design 4.7 7.0
PenetratorScience 12.2 18.1
PVO* ModifiedBus 46.7 69.3
6 Penetrators+ l Spare 31.9 47,4
MissionOperations ]6.3 24,2
FlightSupport 3.9 5.8
PenetratorSterilization l.O 1.5
APA 11.7 17.4
TOTAL 128.3 190.7
RealYears Dollars(M) 215.5 (Total)
30.4 (IstYr)
|
*PVO: PioneerVenus Orbiter
i i I
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Table 16
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 1976 AD HOC SURFACE
PENETRATOR SCIENCE COMMITTEE
We firmly believe that penetrators represent a valuable and
necessary platform for the conduct of certain essential in situ exper-
iments in the exploration of a majority of solid solar system bodies.
Therefore:
I. We recommend that, for both science and engineering reasons,
the first penetrator mission undertaken be to Mars, and that
this be done during the 1981 launch opportunity;
2. We understand that the scope of a 1981 Mars Penetrator mission
may necessarily be dictated by a highly constrained NASA
budget. We therefore recommend that a minimum viable mission
must consist of at least 4 penetrators, and that each of these
penetrators must carry a seismometer, an afterbody imager, and
at least one of the following additional experiments:
a) chemical composition
b) total water measurement
c) heat flow
d) afterbody meteorology.
In our opinion, with reasonable effort, it will be possible to
fly all of these experiments plus a few others.
4,4
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2.5 Mercury Missions Transport Study (1321 man-hours)
The objective of this task was to provide a data base and
comparative performance analyses of alternative flight mode options
for delivering a range of payload masses to Mercury orbit. Launch oppor-
tunities over the period 1980-2000 were considered. Extensive data
trades were developed for the ballistic flight mode option utilizing
one or more swingbys of Venus. Advanced transport options studied
include solar electric propulsion and solar sailing. Study results
show the significant performance tradeoffs among such key parameters
as trip time, payload mass, propulsion system mass, orbit size,
launch year sensitivity and relative cost-effectiveness. Handbook-
type presentation formats, particularly in the case of ballistic mode
data, provide planetary program planners with an easily used source
of reference information essential.in the preliminary steps of mission
selection and planning.
2.5.1 Ballistic Flight Mode Summary
: The scope of ballistic mission data is delineated by the
opportunity/configurationmatrix shown in Table 17. Every case
examined is characterized by launch year, number of Venus swingbys,
launch vehicle upper stage and retro propulsion type. Trajectory
characteristics for each opportunity are summarized in Table ]8 which
lists flight time, launch energy C3, trajectory shaping midcourse
maneuvers AVM/c, hyperbolic excess approach speed VHp, and the
required total (post-launch) impulse budget, AVN, including navigation
maneuvers. A lO-day launch window assumption is reflected in the given
data. From the C3 and aVN columns it may be inferred that the 1986 V(3),
1988 V(2), 1994 and 1996 launches are among the better opportunities through
the end of the century.
Figure 6 shows an example of a computer-generated performance
graph for the 1988 Mercury orbiter opportunity. A space-storable
retro is utilized for all midcourse and orbit insertion maneuvers, and
appropriate finite thrust penalties are accounted for in the values
of net orbited payload - the latter being defined as useful spacecraft
;.U
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TABLE 18
I]ALLISTICHODE CHARACIERISTICSSUN_.IARY
lO-Day Launch l.tindow
FLIGHT C3 AVN/C VHp _VN*
LAUNCH TP_NSFER TINE
YEAR TYPE (DAYS) (km/sec)2 (km/sec) (km/sec) (km/sec}
1980 V(3) 1126 30.90 0 6.070 0.263
1980 V(I) 657 34.20 0.I00 6.650 0.196
1981-a V(2) I067 32.80 0.357 5.619 0.5]9
1981-b V(2) 422 45.41 0.069 7.130 0.239
1983 V(2) 989 17.45 0.610 5.792 O.ll]
1983 V(3) 953 25.25 0 6.517 0.263
1985 V(1) 420 49.60 0.400 6.265 0.528
1986 V(2) 911 24.44 1.564 5.809 1.725
1986 V(3) 1247 19.17 0.05_ 5.645 0.291
1988-a V(2) 741 25.80 0.200 6.160 0.364
1988-b V(2) 621 28.05 0.574 5.995 0.735
1989 V(2) 792 43.25 0.230 5.858 0.393
1991 V(2) 1019 25.80 0 6.585 0.199
1994 V(2) 877 19.38 0.130 5.753 0.296
1996 V(3) 782 23.00 0 6.200 0.263
1999 V(4) I177 26.35 0 6.100 0.323
*ValuesincludeA_I/C
/_.7
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mass in orbit exclusive of all propulsion system mass. Payload per-
formance curves (solid lines) are superimposed over curves representing
the orbital parameters, orbit period and periapse altitude, _he
latter curves are bounded on the right by the circular orbit limit,
and on the left by the parabolic orbit limit. The dotted payload
curve shows the performance gain available by employing a two-stage
retro for orbit insertion.
Some simple examples illustrate how these curves can
be used. Consider first, a case where a 24-hour orbit at 500 km periapse
altitude is desired. To determine the p_yload which could be delivered
by each of the four launch vehicles, first bring a horizental from the
500 km mark on the right-hand axis to its intersection with the dashed
curve representing a 24-hour period. This intersection is indicated
in Figure 6 by an empty circle. A vertical drawn through this point
intersects the four payload curves at the points indicated by the filled
circles. The net orbited payload for each launch vehicle can then be
read off the left-hand axis.
As another example, suppose the desired orbit has a period of
6 hours and a periapse altitude of lO00 km. The intersection of the
6-hour curve and the lO00 km horizontal is identified i.,Figure 6 by an
empty square. A vertical drawn at this point now intersects seven
payload curves. The intersection with the four solid curves gives,
as before, the net orbited payload delivered by the four different launch
vehicles using single stage retros. The intersection with the three
dotted curves, as represented by the filled squares, determines the
payload delivered by the indicated launch vehicles and two-stage retros.
The fact that the dotted and solid curves coincide at the point of inter-
section for IUS (II), signifies that a two-stage retro would offer noi
performance advantage over a single stage unit for that particular launch
vehicle and orbit.
2.5.2 Low-Thrust Fliqht Mode Summary
SEP payload performance for achieving close circular orbit
at /4ercuryis shown as a function of flight time in Figure 7. Payload
delivery in the desirable range (500-I000 kg) generally requires a
transfer in the 2.5-3.5 revolution class witi_flight times between
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500 and 600 days. Although a 15 kw system is probably adequate for some
orbiter ,dssion concepts, a higher power level of 18 or 21 kw offers
significant payload gain which may be necessary for surface exploration
missions. Performance sensitivity to launch year is shown in Figure 8
This effect is generally attenuated in comparison with Venus swingby
ballistic transfers. The cyclical variation is about +_8%from the average.
Solar sail performace in presented in Figure 9 as curves of
net orbited payload versus flight time for several values of sail size.
The Shuttle/IUS (II) launch vehicle is capable of delivering a payload
of 600 to 900 kg when a square sail size of 400 meters or less is used.
Considerably greater payload performance (up to 2000 kg) is offered by
the three-stage IUS. Relatively short trip times of about one year are
possible with the sail transport mode.
2.5.3 Payload/Cost Comparisons
Figure10 compares payload/flight time performance of the
three flight modes for achieving a 500 km circular orbit at Mercury.
Use of the Shuttle/IUS (Ill) launch vehicle is assumed. The fiveL ;
sample ballistic opportunities shown on the graph span the range of
ballistic mission performance i.e., flight times between 750 and 1250
days and orbited payloads between 250 and 650 kg. Retro system capability,
in order of _, "re_singperformance, is earth-storable, solid/mono-
propellant and space-storable. Solar electric Dropulsion offers a con-
siderable performance improvement in terms of reduced flight time (500-600
days) and payload increases to the level 500-I000 kg. This potential of
low-thrust trJnsport is further enhanced by the solar sailing concept
which could deliver sufficient payload for multiple surface lander deploy-
ment missions.
Estimates were made for the rccurring cost of the transport
vehicle (SEP or solar sail) and the to_.:lcosts of the chemical retro
I
systems used for each mode of flight. Figure.llshows a comparison
of the three flight modes in terms of a specific cost index, i.e.,
propulsion system cost per kilogram of delivered payload plotted as
a function of flight time. Since low specific cost and short flight
times are most desirable, it is seen that solar sailing provides the
f I ,,l r I ' '
k, i r l ! , ,
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best performance,followedby SEP and then ballisticmode transport.
In the ballisticcase,the most cost-effectiveretropropulsionis
generallythe combinedsolid/monosystem,followedcloselyby space-
storable,with earth-storablesystemsbeing leastcost-effective.
In makingthe above comparisonbetweenSEP and solar sailing,
the basic assumptionusedwas a SEP recurringcost of $20N-$24Hand a
considerablylower sail recurringcost of $6M (FY 1977base period).
Furthermore,the payloadperformancestatedfor SEP was based on current
technologyparameters. Since these assumptionsare certainlysubject
to question,a sensitivityanalysiswas performedand the comparative ,.
resultsare shown in Figure12. One may conclude,for example,that a
SEP vehicleof advanceddesignis more nearlycomprablewith a solar
sail vehiclein termsof cost-effectiveness.
,-i
,I I i Ii I
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2.6 SSEP/SAILDiscriminatorDefinition(325man-hours)
Late in the 1976-7AdvancedStudiescontractperiodNASA
Headquartersundertooka study initiativeto analyzethe meritsof
two alternativelow thrustpropulsionsystemsfor futureearth-orbital
and interplanetarytransportation.These systemsare Super Solar
ElectricPropulsion(SSEP)and Solar Sail (SAIL). The analysis
plan for the 1977 fiscalyear was to conductstudiesof the technology
base,designrequirements,developmentplans,missionapplicationsand
cost of these competingfuturetransportationsystem. Then in the
Summerof 1977,a decisionwould be reached,based on assessmentof
these study results,as to which systemNASAwould pursuewith the
first applicationintendedto be a HalleyRendezvousmissionlaunched
in 1982.
The purposeof this task was to preparemissionspecific
performancecriteriawith which both SSEP and SAIL transportsystem
effectivenesscouldbe comparedand assessed. In other words,criteria
of discrimination(discriminators)were to be evolvedwhich could
be used in one of the studyelementsof the 1977 SSEP/SAILActivity,
i.e.,assessmentof the utilityof these systemsappliedto planetary
missions.
A key initialstep in this taskwas the developmentof
baselinedefinitionsfor a set of representativeplanetarymissions.
These baselineswould thenbe used to evolvemission-specificdis-
criminatorsfor comparingthe two systems. Six missionswere defined
for this purpose. They were as follows:
Mission LaunchPeriod
HalleyRendezvousw/[_ucleusProbe 1981-82
' SaturnOrbiterw/TitanLander 1986
Mars Sample Return 1988
• MercuryOrbiterw/RoughLanders 1987-89
AsteroidSurveyw/Penetrators 1988-90
_" Comet SampleReturn 1990-95
?-
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Baselinedefinitionswere evolvedfor each of thesemissionsincluding
a statementof objectives,requiredspacecraftand probe hardware,
and key missionparameters. Tabularsummaryresultsof thiswork are
presentedin Tables 19-24. Additionalanalysisof a specific1991 Comet
Encke samplereturnmissionwas performedas partof the baseline
definitionof the comet samplereturnmissionto insurelow-thrust
performancefeasibilityand the existenceof an acceptableopportunity
in 1990-95time frame.
The next step in this definitiontaskwas to itemizea minimum
set of missionparameterswhich the SSEP and SAIL Teams at JPL would
have to derivefrom these baselinedefinitionsas inputsto a sub-
sequentcomparisonassessment. These parametersare summarizedin
Tables 25 and 26 for SSEP and SAIL systemsrespectively.The provision
of thesedata, consistentwith the baselinemissiondefinitionswould
constitutethe base of informationagainstwhich benefitsand impacts
of applyingeitherlow-thrustpropulsionsystemto the referenceplanetary
missionset could be assessed.
The third step in the definitiontaskwas the developmentof
specificdiscriminators(missionparameters)which shouldbe assessed i
for eachmission. This analysiswas begunwith the developmentof a
substantiallistof discriminatorswhich was subsequentlybrokendown
into four categoriesand iteratedfor completeness.Those categories
were: performance,science,spacecraft,and navigation. A total of 28
discriminatorswere evolvedby this process. A briefdescriptionof
each of these discriminators,presentedin categorygroups,is given
below.
A. PERFORmaNCEDISCRIMINATORS
LaunchVehicle
Withinthe constraintof the Shuttle/IUSsystemthere are
three IdS configurationsappropriateto SSEP or SAIL missions:
l) the two-stageIUS,2) the twin-stageIUS,and 3) the three-
stage IUS. For cost and operationalreasons,in general,the
smallerthe IUS configurationis, the more attractivebecomes
the mission,all other thingsbeing equal.
,-:_h
i
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Table19SSE_E_P/SAILBASELINEMISSIONDESCRIPTION
r.IIssI_oIJ.Halley Rendezvousvl/_uclousProbes
OBJECTIVES To conductextensiveinvestigationof the co_netduring its 1986
apparitionin order to determineits:
a) physicaland chemicalproperties
b) dormant/activestatesand transitions
c) interactionwith interplanetarymedia
SPACECRAFT New design (probablysimilarto inner planetgeochemicalorbiter);
axis-stabilized;autonomousoperationsreq'd;--500 kga
PROBE{S) Mars penetratordesignwith largertube-lau;icw:J retro and cruise
k
A/C capability; batterypo;verpreferred;--7 :,2"e_.: 2 units
desired.
NISSIONPARAFIETERS
LAUr_CHPERIOD: 1981-2, ARRIVALTIME: -50(-50/+I00)days from Tpc
SPACECRAFTSTAYTIME: >150d after Tp, PROBE(S)LIFETII.IE:>30 days
c
CIRCUMNAVIGATIONS:TBD; functionof arrivaldate, staytime,and conditions
of jettisonand deployments.
STATIONKEEPING: TBD; functionof arrivaldate, staytime,and conditions
of jettisonand deployments.
i DEPLOYMENTS: Both penetratorsdeployedas soon as possible (within20 days) after rendezvous.
I COI.IC,]ENTS a) net mass excludesall propulsion
b) all-upmass on board spacecraft
c) slow flybymay be a necessaryfail-backoption; max. Vhp of
2.5 km/secat Tp + 25d ,naystill permit penetratordeployment.
i [ I L 1
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Table 20
: SSEP/SAILBASELINEMISSIONDESCRIPTION
I.IISSIO_ Saturn Orbiterw/Titan Lander
OBJECTIVES To conductexplorativeinvestigationsof the Saturniansystem
includingfields/particlesmapping,satelliteand Ring studies,
planetologyremotesensing,and in situexperimentson Titan.
SPACECRAFT JO design; dual spin stabilizedin orbit; Titan-assistedcapture;
net mass allowanceof --500 kga.
PROBE(S) _lewdesign (MMCOAST Study); bioshielded; active deflection;
parachutedescent; gross mass allowanceof--400 kgb.
MISSIONPARAMETERS
LAUNCH PERIOD: 1986, ARRIVAL?IME: <6 years after launch
SPACECRAFTSTAYTIME: >18 mos., PROBE(S)LIFETIME:--3 mos.
ORBIT PARAMETERS:
DEFINITION FUNCTION
i
l) 19.5 Rs periapse,95.7 day period Titan-assistedcapture
2) 15.9 day period,Titan sync for 3 mos. Landercom_dnications
3) variable mapping/satelliteenc.
DEPLOYFIENTS:Titan landerdeployedprior to orbit capture,5xlO6 km from
Titan; orbiteron lO00 km periapsemiss approach.
COr.:hlENTSa) net mass excludesall propulsion
b) all-upmass added to orbiterbus
:-:2.
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Table 21
I SSEP/SAIL BASELINE MISSION DESCRIPTION
I MISSION Mars Surface Samplea Return
OBJECTIVES To retrieve precollected samples of Mars assembled (by rovers from
a previous mission) at a single surface site for pick-up and return
to earth orbit.
SPACECRAFT Mission module integrated with transport vehicle; highly inherited
I new design; includes soft-dock capability; 4400 Kg.
PROBE__S_]_ 4865 kgb; see schematic diagram on reverse side for breakdown of
hardware elements.
t
MISSION PARAMETERS
LAUNCH PERIOD: 1988, ARRIVAL TIME: optimum for 3-year mission
SPACECRAFT STAYTIME: 290 days
i
, ORBIT PARAMETERS:
DEFINITION FUNCTION
l) lO00 km altitude circular (lO orb/day) Transport Parking Orbit
2) 40xlO00 km altitude (-5° entry angle) Entry Orbit
3) I00x950 k_,1altitude Ascent Orbit
4) 950 km altitude circular Phasing Orbit
DEPLOYMENTS: Lander Deployment from lO00 km circular orbit;
AV = 210 m/sec; solid retro braking.
RECOVERIES: Ascent Vehicle recovery at lO00 km circular; ascent payload
active/transport system passive; terminal AV = lO0 m/sec.
EARTH RETURN ORBIT: 175 nm circular orbit for direct Shuttle recovery.
CO:,,_,IENTSa) _50 kg sample
b) Derived from scaling relationship used in past MSSR studies
,(
|
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Table 22
SSEP/SAIL BASELINEt,iISSION DESCRIPTION
tIISSION Mercury Orbiter w/Rough Landers
OBJECTIVES To obtain a globalgeologicmap of the planet,to %tudy planet
interactionwith interplanetaryfieldsand ._lasma,and to conduct
initialin situ surfaceinvestigationsat 3-4 selectedsites.
SPACECRAFT New, based on LPO design base; axis stabilized; Nadir pointing;
low alt. thermalbalance; net mass of ---600kga. ,..
PROBES_ JPL AlternateLanderdesign; 3-4 units; gross mass allowance
of--200 kg/unitb.
MISSIONPARAMETERS
LAUNCHPERIOD: 1987-1989, ARRIVALTIME: preferablynear aphelion
SPACECRAFTSTAYTII_E: >180 days, PROBE(S)LIFETINE: >JO days
ORBIT PARAMETERS:
DEFINITION FUNCTION
l) 500 km alt., circular,polar globalmapping
2) 50x500 km alt., polar landerdeployment
DEPLOYt4ENTS"Laqdersdeployedfrom 50x500 km alt. orbit; orbiter
deploymentcycle Z%Vrequirements= 235 mps/lander
CO,_IMF:JTSa) net mass excludesall propulsion
b) all-upmass added to orbiterbus; includes3-stagesolid
retro fer landingfrom 50x500 km altitudeorbit.
f q
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Tabl_ 23
SSEP/SAILBASELINEMISSIONE_SCRIPTION
tIISSION Multi-Asteroid Survey w/Penetrators
OI_JECTIVESTo rendezvouswith and globallymap at least three asteroidsof
differentclasses; Vesta, a C-type,and a S-typeasteroidare
prime targets; a penetratoris deployedat each target; complete
mappingat _lO0 m resolution,and detailedmappin_at _lO m
resolutionare desired
SPACECRAFT New, but drawingheavilyon JO and LPO design bases; axis- ,--
stabilized; net mass allowanceof --500 kga
PROBE(S) Mars penetratordesignwith largertube-launchedretro an_ cruise
A/C capability; grossm_ss allowanceof _75 kg/unitb; one unit
per targetplus one sparedesired.
MISSION PARAMETERS
LAU_ICHPERIOD: 1988-1990, ARRIVALTIME: not uetween-90 and +30 days
of Earth-Targetconjunction
SPACECRAF,STAYTIML: 60-90 days; PROBE(S)I.I-_TIME;30 days
]RBIT PAF.,_ETERS:
DEFINITION FUNCTION
l) _30 km alt.,circular,polar initialglobalmapping
2) 25-50 km alt., circular,polar penetratordeploymentand
detailedmapping
DEPLOYMENTS: Penetratorstubed launchedat 150 mps from 25-50 km alt.
orbit; additionalbus AV may be required.
CON_ENTS a) net mass excludesall p,opu!_ion
b) all-upmass added to spacecraftbus
.-,,_,
'_ 1 t I | '
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, Table 24 Q
SSEP/SAILBASELINEMISSIONDESCRIPTION (_%w_
N. MISSION Encke Samplea Return _"
OBJECTIVES To conducta thoroughinvestigationof the comet uver at least
50% of its orbitalmotion includingperihelionpassage,and to
returnsamplesof the nucleusto the earth; scienceobjecLives
similarto Halleyrendezvousmissionbut enhancedby samplereturn
capability.
SPACECRAFTMission module integrated with transport vehicle; MSSRdesign
base; includes soft-docking capability; --400 kg.
PROBE(S)b Lander/Ascent/Rendezvous(LAR) Probe _ 500 kg; SurfaceBase
' Station_ I00 kg; ReturnCapsule(excludingsamplea) _ 330 kg.
MISSIONPARAMETERS
LAUNCHPERIOD: 1990-92c, ARRIVALTIME: <2 yrs before perihelion d
; i
( SPACECRAFTSTAYTIME:_30 dayse, PROBE(S)LIFETIME: _550 days
l
• CIRCUMNAVIGATIONS: TBD; as requiredby transportsystem to map nucleus
beforeLAR descent,and to meet coma science
( objectives.I
STATIONKEEPING: TBD; as requiredby remotesensingand coma science
I requ i rements.
DEPLOYMENT.C:SSEP/SAIL - as required by LAR descent requirements
I LAR - as requiredby base stationrequirements
RECOVERIES: SSEP/SAIL- passiveattitudecontrolfor LAR d_cking
LAR - active rendezvousaftermultiplesite samplingof
I nucleus.
i EARTH RETURN ORBIT: 175 nm circularorbit for direct Shuttlerecovery
I CO:,:.':->ITSa) _<-25kg sample
b) n;_.;'.imu,,;mass on board t,'ansportsystem
[ c) I9_.I,,_parition
d) per_ritshalf-orbitstaytimeof deployedbase staLion
Ii e) mi,,;;imstayLimefor multiplesampleacquisitionand recov,.','y
by .,_.
',:'i
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Table 25
DERIVED SEP MISSION PARAMETERS
PROPULSION:
Launch Vehicle
Escape System (IUS stages)
SEP Transport System
E_ Junter System
4one {rendezvous)
SEP Spiral
Chemical Retro
Direct vs. Satellite-Assist
Earth-Storable vs. SF_ce-Storable vs. Solid
MASS PERFORMANCE:
Injected Mass (launch C3)
SEP Module Mass
SEP Propellant Mass
Chemical Retro Inert Mass (hyperbolic approach speed)
Retro Propellant Mass )
Mass Margins
TIMES:
Launch Date
Launch Window
SEP Propulsion Time
Transit Times
Spiral Times
Encounter Date(s)
PROFILES:
Laun h Sequence
Approach Events
Transfer Events
Encounter Events*
Return Events*
*As applicable prior to jettison
1977027127-086
Table 26
DERIVED SAIL MISSION PARAMETERS
PROPULSION:
Launch Vehicle
Escape System (IUS vs SAIL spiral)
SAIL Transport System
Encounter System
None (rendezvous)
SAIL Spiral
Chemical Retro
Impulsive vs. Satellite-Assist
Earth-Storable vs. Space-Storable vs. Solid
MASS PERFORMANCE:
Injected Mass (launch C3)
SAIL Module Mass (characteristic acceleration atl AU)
Chemical Retro Inert Mass (hyperbolic approach speed)
Retro Propellant Mass
' Mass Margins
TIMES:
Launch Date
Launch Window
SAIL Time
Transit Time
Spiral Times
Encounter Date(s)
PROFILES:
Launch Sequence
Approach Events
Transfer Events
Encounter Events*
Return Events*
*As applicable prior to jettison
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Launch Window
Launch window is the period of time (usually measured in
days) required to assure Shuttle-launch of the mission(s) within a
given opportunity. For scheduling and associated cost reasons,
the larger the available launch window the better. This
provides the flexibility to fit into potentially high-traffic
launch periods anticipated with the STS without serious mission
impacts.
Outbound Flight Time
Outbound flight time is a free parameter derived by com-
bining the baseline mission description with a specific
design concept. Obviously, the shorter the flight time
(again, all other things equal) the better.
Return Flight Time
Return flight time is also a free parameter of the two
sample return missions which is needed to determine total
mission time. To the degree that return flight time shortens
total trip time, it should be as short as possible.
Arrival Time
Many of the baseline mission definitions provide some
indication of desired arrival times. Significant depar-
tures in arrival time from these guidelines due to performance
or design constraints would be grounJs for discrimination
against the system in question. For example, arrival times for
the MSSR mission might be a source of discrimination if associated
Mars weather conditions (e.g., dust storms) preclude an early
landing.
Stay Time
Stay time applies to both the Mars and Encke Sample
Return Missions and the Multi-Asteroid Rendezvous en-
counters. !n general, it is anticipated that overall
performance will be adversely affected by long stay times.
The system which can provide the longest stay time (within
limits) within comparable total flight times would receive
preferential consideration.
Sensitivity to Increased Payloads
Since the baseline mission descriptions are only, at
best, forecasts of anticipated mission configurations, it
is important to understand the depth of performance each
delivery system possesses. Although it's not clear over
what range in payloads this sensitivity should be measured,
a second performance benchmark for somewhere between I0%
and 50% increased payloads (the specific value probably
being mission dependent) may be requested.
I 4 i j * J
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Sensitivity to Transp__ortSystemDegradation
The effect of system performance degradations on mission
characteristics is to be determined. Of particular concern
for SSEP are: a) reduction in power conversion efficiency,
b) loss in engine performance, and c) whole engine losses.
For SAIL, a) degradation in reflectivity, and b) effective
sail area due to meteorite damage, should be considered.
B. SCIENCE DISCRIMINATORS
Cruise Science Interference
A brief investigation of probable interference of the
systems designs and their operations with traditional field/ ""
particle cruise science instruments is desired since some
of the transfer flight profiles will be in regions of
new interplanetary interest; e.g. execliptic regions enroute
to Halley, and spiral capture at Mars.
Encounter Science Interference
The specific question of.concern is: "Will separate
deployable payloads be necessary during encounter to
achieve remote sensin9 objectives at asteroid rendezvouses
and on an Encke Sample Return mission?" If so, what
additional system capabilities are implied for this capa-
bility. Obviously, the less the better.
Viewing Constraints
If encounter science can be performed witr_ut 6eployment
of the remote sensing science payload (see B2 atove), what
are the viewing constraints and how do they impact the
science payload?
Attitude Stability
Again, if encounter science does not require temporary
payload deployment (as in B2 above), is the transport system
stability adequate fo_ science objectives, or is an isolated
science platform required, or is there measurement degradation?
Quantitative responses to these questions will be necessary
even to make qualitative judgements of the consequences.
C. SPACECRAFT DISCRIIIINATORS
Required Power/Command Su_op_9_[t
Two subsystems, Power and Command, _onceivably could be
required to support the operations of either the SSEP or SAIL
!
J I I
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transport systems, either periodically or continuously. A com-
parison of the demands each transport system adds to it's pay-
load is a potential discriminator.
Provided Power Support
The SSEP has the potential for providing power to its
payload prior to jettisonning or continuously if the payload
is not jettisonned, e.g., the Multi-Asteroid Rendezvous
mission. The extent to which this capability simplifies
or otherwise benefits the payload compared to a similar
SAIL payload is a discriminator.
Communications Constraints
Both the SSEP and SAIL concepts will likely rely on
their payloads to provide the communications link to
earth for their command/control. The degree to which
this impacts the design and operation of the payloads
could be a discriminator, as well as any constraints
imposed by the transport systems on otherwise routire
payload communicatinns during the mission cruise phase.
Viewin 9 Constraints
For missions which either retian their payloads or must
recover a portion of the deployed payload, i.e. the Multi-
Asteroid Rendezvous, Mars Sample Return, and Encke Sample
RPturn missions, the viewing constraints imposed by the
transport system on the spacecraft during encounter operations
are a discriminator. For example, how are viewing conditions
inhibited (if at all) during terminal rendezvous and docking?
Attitude Stability
Both attitude stability and attitude constraints may
invoke significant penalties on the spacecraft of the three
missions just mentioned above. The degree of constraint
and resultant design modifications are possible discrimina-
tors.
Thermal Control Impact
The concern here is related to the shcdowina of either
the sun or deep space by the transport system, thereby
creating new thermal control problems for the payload. Thi9
may be a somewhat greater problem on jettisonned missions
where payloads could conceivably be required to operate in
two very different thermal regimes. If.the impact causes
; additional thermal control design for the payload of one
system, but not the other, it's a discriminator.
i Ij i I , k
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I Supportin9 Chemical PropulsionOn all missions where spacecraft propulsion is required in
addition to the transport system, and the transport trajectory
I affects the size of that propulsion subsystem potential dis-crimination exists between the tra sport ystems. As a guide-
line, the transport system which minimizes the post-jettison
spacecraft propulsion requirements will be preferred (all other
I things being equal).
Assembly/Departure Constraints
Any constraints imposed on the payload as a result of trans-
port system assembly/deployment and start-up requirements, i.e.,
t undesirable attitude, communication black-outs, delayed
stabilization, etc. could become discriminators in a comparison
of earth departure sequences.
Target Approach Constraints i
For comet missions specifically, the direction of encounter !
approach impacts both terminal rendezvous capability and space-
craft survivability (due to dust hazards). Approach paths
of both tra_sport systems to comet rendezvous should be reviewed
for consistency with spacecraft design/operations requirements;
conflicts would be sources of discrimination.
Maneuverability Constraints
Maneuverability constraints imposed by the large structures
and atte,ldantorientation requirements could considerably com-
plicate spacecraft design requirements on the sample return
and Multi-Asteroid missions. Discrimination in preference
of one transport system over the other resultinn from this
consideration would be combined with discriminatory im-
plications of viewing constraints and attitude stability which are
closely related to maneuverability constraints.
Docking Loads Constraints
Docking loads tolerable by the waitinq transport system
applied to sample return missions are a dlscriminator if they
differ significantly between transport systems and create
docking design/operations constraints. This may also be an
issue for the Multi-Asteroid mission if the spacecraft must
temporarily free itself of the transport system to perform
its encounter functions.
_, ,_ II
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Electrical Charging
The potential for electrical charging created on the large
transport structures during interplanetary cruise and resultant
danger of arcing both in the spacecraft and transport subsystems
should be briefly investigated. Obvious problems would likely
be solved; but if not, would just as obviously become discriminators.
D. NAVIGATION
Viewing Constraints
When on-board tracking is required to insure acceptable
encounter accuracy, star aRd target siQhtings will be required
by the spacecraft. Viewing constraints imposed on these
opurations by transport system attitude requirements and/or
physical obstructions are potential discriminators on mission
navigation capability.
Attitude Stability
The inherent transport system stability impacts the sighting
capability and accuracy of spacecraft sensors for navigation
purposes. Design and/or accuracy compensations in naviqation systems
caused by transport system characteristics can cause discrimination
between alternative transport options.
Operational Procedure
I
Operational procedures required to obtain acceptable tracking
data for orbit determination should be reviewed to determine
impacts on performance and/or spacecraft operations. Procedures
which adversely affect performance (e.g., long coast periods) or
spacecraft operations (e.g., attitude control during coast
periods) are possible discriminators resulting from navigational
requirements of the competing transport systems.
Accuracy
The e_d goal of navigation is to provide acceptable encounter
accuracy for the achievement of the payload objectives. Having
made all the necessary concessions, adjustments and procedural
changes necessary to accomodate both transport and payload require-
ments, the resultant accuracy of the navigation is itself a dis-
criminator between the competing transport systems. Accuracy
should be judged against a priori requirements as well as compara-
tive capabilities so that uvmessary discrimination doesn't occur.
The final step in defining the mission discriminators was the
assignment of relevant discriminators to each of the six refere_,ce
o
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/planetarymissions. This was done using the discriminatorand base-
line definitionsa_d assuminga jettisonor non-jettisonmode for the
low-thrustsystemsat encounter. The encounterconfigurationsassumed
are presentedin Table 27. The matrixof discri,ninaturassignments
i is presentedin Table 28. It is seen from the totalsat the bottom
of the pagethat those missionswhich don't jettisontheir low-thrust
transportsystemat encounterhave a strongerinterfacebetweenpay-
load and propulsionand hencemore missionelementsfor discrimination.
The EnckeSampleReturnmissionis the extremecase with all 28
discriminatorsbeing relevantcontributorsto utilitycomparisonof
the SSEP and SAIL systems.
t
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Table 27
SSEP/SAILE_COU_ITERCONFIGURATIONGUIDELIt_ES
CONFIGURATION
MISSIO,_I .........
Jettison Non-Jettison Deploy/Recovery
_lleyRendezvous X
_/NucleusProbe
._turnOrbiter
,,/TitanLander X
_rcuryOrbiter
,I/RoughLanders X
!
_'s Surface xa xb._,_i_Return
,'ti-Asteroid_o
I.',_;'.::',;c)usw/Penetrators X
qckeRendezvousand
Ser_,ple Return Xa Xb
a. Jettisonon returningearth approach
b. Deploylanderand recoversat,Tples
F, _ , I I I |
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ORIOI_AL PAGE
' Table 28 OF [_)OR QUAL_qd
I SSEP/SAILNISSIONOISCRII_I!rJ_ATOR__ASS!GN_M_EN_TS_"
..... _ • u:
_. _._ _ +_ .f- _ (P
r-- c" -_-_.(:) _ _-.C_ r--c" U
PERFORMANCE
LaunchVehicle X X X X X X
Lau(_chWindow X __X x x X _X
OutboundFlight me .... X X X X_, ..X X.
I ReturnFlightTime X XArrivalT me - ' X ..... ? X X
Stay Time " X X X
Sensitivityto i Fease_d_payloads ' "X X X X X "Xtransportsystemdeg_radation _ X _ ' .X _ X
SCIENCE
I CF_.:iseScience erference X X X X X X
[-,.c.,,,unterSci nceInterference............... X _X-
i Vic,-_ingConstraints ..... X X; AttitudeStabil ty........... '.......... "
f
I SPACE ___P,f,F__TT
Required Power/Co mandSupport X X X X X X
Provided Power Su )ort X X X X X X
I Cc_,:_,_unicationsConstraints... _. X _ -X _ -X X X XVi,:ingConstraints ........ X X X
i A<t,cudeStabiIity _ " x X X
Th ,_,alControlIm)act ....... _( x _ X _ x x X
! su:..,_rtingChemicalPropulsion__ . × _ X " "X- X X _ -X
A_-, ,bly/Departure Constraints _ ___X_'-,:_-.. ___X X X X
TR;".;et Approach Ccnstralnts _ X
I Ma:_euverabiI ty nstraints X X XDo_:_inoLo d Constraints __ -.... _' ?
ElectricalCharging ........,, _Y. X X X
I _,IAVIGATION IW
: I ViewingConstraints X ,. X X X X
AttitudeStability . . X x T X X X XOperationalProcedures..... ' X !_X _ _)( " "X
Accuracy _ i X -'x _X....X __X_j___XX
TotalAssignments( x. of 28 possible) 18 17 23 18 2_ 28
!
.';/
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3. Reportsand Publications
ScienceApplications,Inc. is requi _d, as part of its advanced
studiescontractwith the PlanetaryProgramsDivision,to documentthe
resultsof its analyses. This documentationtraditionallyhas been in
one of two forms. First,reportsare preparedfor each scheduledcon-
tract task. Second,publicationsare preparedby individualstaff
memberson subjectswithinthe contracttaskswhich are consideredof gen-
eral interestto the aerospacecommunity. A bibliugraphyof the r_ports "
and publicationscompletedduring the contractperiodl February1976
through31 January1977 is presentedbelow. Unlessotherwiseindicated,
these documentsare availableto interestedreadersupor request.
3.1 Task Reportsfor tdASAContractNASW-2893
I. "MercuryOrbiterTransportStudy,"R_portNo. SAI-l-120-580-T6.
2. "PlanetaryOpportunitiesCalendar,"ReportNo. SAI-l-120-580-T7.
3. "GalileanSatelliteCompositionalMeasurementwith Penetrators,"
ReportNo. SAI-I-120-580-$2,February1977.
4. "Planeta_jMissionsPerformanceHandbook--VolumeII, Inne_-Planets,"
Revisionsfor ReportNo. SAI-l-120-399-M6,February1976,under
Project_!o.SAI-l-120-580,April 1977.
5. "Manpower/CostEstimationModel for AutomatedPlanetaryPrograms-3,"
ReportNo. SAI-I-120-580-C3,February1977.
6. "AdvancedPlanningActivities,February1976-Janua_'1977,"Report
No. SAI-l-120-580-M8,April 1977.
). "AdvancedPlanetaryStudiesFourthAnnualReport,"ReportNo.
SAI-l-120-580-A4,July, 1977.
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3.2 RelatedPublications
I. "PlanetaryExploration-Optionsfor the Future,"J.C. Niehoffand
L.D. Friedman,AAS/AIAA,BicentenialSymposium,SessionI, October
1976.
2. "Rout,d-TripMissionRequirementsfo_ Asteroidslg76AAand Ig73EC,"
Icarus(to be published).
3. "PenetratorMissionConceptsfor Explorationof the Galilean
Satellites,"J.C. Niehoff, A.L. Friedlander,and D.R. Davis,AIAA .,-
PaperNo. 76-800,AAS/AIAAAstrodynamicsConference,August 1976.
4. "LaunchOpportunityClassificationof VEGA and AV-EGATrajectories
to the Outer Planet'-" A.L. Fried!ander,M.L. Stancatiand
D.F. Bender,AI/JkPaper No. 76-797,AAS/AIAAAstrodynamicsConfer-
ence,August Iq76.
5. "FinalReport_nd Recommendations",Ad Hoc St,rfacePe.netrator
ScienceCommittee,J_ASAHeadquarters,August1976.
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